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ABSTRACT
An analytical model employing the finite element
displacement method was developed which simulates the
elastic and inelastic flexural response, and rlamage
initiation/propaRation mechanisms for prestressen con-
crete spread hox beam bringes under arbitrary gravity
loadin~s. Non-linear structural response is simulated
by piecewise linearization of the tangent stiffness
formulation. Inelastic material behavior and damage are
simulated by dividing plate and beam finite elements
into layers, each assumed to be in plane stress. The
influence of box beam torsional stiffness on the flexure
of superstructures is modelen by introducin~ rod finite
elements, possessing the St. Venant torsional rigidity
of the actual box sections, into the finite element
grid. The flexural and axial components of the beams'
contribution to composite bridge action are incorporaten
in a matched pair of layered beam elements, each repre-
senting half the box beam (one web and half the top ann
bottom flanges). De~radation of torsional stiffness in
the rod elements is simulated by decreasing the shear
modulus in. proportion to the average stress-dependent
Young's modulus of the flexural1y cracked beam. ~he
torsion constant remains unchan~ed.
The model yielded conservative predictions of
1
elastic bridge deflections and beam moments when applied
to a field-tested hridRe. Results of simulations of
spread box beam bridges loaded into the inelastic range
were compared with those of I-beam bridges havin~ the
same desiRn load and comparahle or identical composite
flexural moment of inertia. ~pread box beam superstruc-
tures exhi~ited o'verall stiffness and strength at least
30 percent hiRher than their I-beam counterparts) while
at equivalent beam dama~e levels) observed deck damage
was less severe. The good distribution of load to out-
lyin~ hearns exhihited by box beam superstructures under
a single lane loading condition was maintained well into
the post linear-elastic regime desp-ite significant slah
and beam crackinR, whereas progressive and unstahle con-
centration of load t"oward the loaded beam(s) was
exhihited by comparably loaded I-beam superstructures.
The developed model represents a new tool enahling
the prediction by simulation of the post-linear elastic
analysis of prestressed concrete spread box beam
bringes.
2
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The majority of highway bridges in this country
are periodically subjected to vehicular loads far
greater than specified design loads or other service •
loads anticipated in the design process. Increased
highway weight limi,ts, ve~y heavy vehicles traveling
under special permit, as well as the inevitable over-
loaded vehicles traveling without permits are sympto-
matic of a trend which has caused increasing concern
among bridge engineers and highway officials. Repeated
overloading almost certainly has been a contributing
factor in the deterioration of many of the nation's
older highway bridges - a situation receiving consider-
able media attention in recent years. It is pertinent,
therefore, to suggest the need generally for a better
understanding of the behavior of overloaded highway
bridges.
In particular, the need exists for methods to
determine the reserve capacity of existing bridges on
which overloads are anticipated. This implies the
requirement to be able to predict the initiation of
damage as a function of load configuration and magni-
tude, and beyond this, to predict the reaching of
serviceability limits reflecting maximum acceptable
3
deflections or degrees of load-induced superstructure
dama~e such as beam or slab flexural cracks (1).
Conventional methods of analysis are inadequate.
Analysis methods which assume loads are distributed to
beams by preassigned distribution factors used in
design do not consider the actual interaction of bridge
com p 0 n e n t S 0 r t 'h e e .f fee t s o· f v a ria t Ionsin loa et con -
figurations. Even three-dimensional linear-elastic
finite element analysis can go only so far as to pre-
diet the initiation of inelastic material gehavior in a
component. Post-linear elastic strength and stiffness
and load redistribution processes cannot be simulated.
On the other end e£ the spectrum, ultimate strength
........ ":. - -.~.
analysis of girders, slabs, and even of a composite
superstructure may well predict a load that will cause
total collapse, but such information is of little use
to the bridge engineer who must consider serviceability
criteria under loads that exceerl design loads, yet fall
far short of the collapse load.
Thus, the requirement is evident for a methodology
which simulates whole-bridge response not only in the
linear elastic ran~et but also in the very wide range
of loads between that causing the first symptom of a
component failure t such as a flexural crack in the
slah, and the collapse load itself.
4
The method has to
consider post-linear elastic material behavior includ-
ing the local loss of strength and stiffness due to
cracking, crushing, yielding, or buckling. It should
be able to' continuously track the load-deflection
response of a bridge over the entire range of loads, •
while it monitors the spread of .damage and provides for
the redistribution of load.
Previous analytical investigations along the lines
described above have made available verified methods
for the inelastic analysis of individual steel, rein-
forced concrete and prestressed, concrete beams (2), for
the inelastic analysis of reinforced concrete slabs
considering biaxial flexure and membrane responses (3,
4), and for the inelastic flexural analysis of certain
beam-slab superstructures combining these elements (2,
4, 5, 6, 7). All efforts to date, however, have
neglected the' influence of beam torsion on bridge
response and therefore have been limited in applicabil-
ity to I-beam or T-beam bridges - that is, bridges with
beams having negligible torsional stiffness.
Inasmuch as prestressed concrete spread box beams
are commonly used in Pennsylvania and several other
areas of the country for beam-slab highway bridge
construction, a clear need exists to develop a
comparable methodology that considers the torsional
5
characteristics of the beams and still enables the
prediction of whole-bridge inelastic flexural response.
1 • 2 p.u r p 0 sean d S C 0 p/e
The objectives of the research presented in this
dissertation are: 1) to develop and verify to the
extent possible a'n analytic{il model that will reliably
simulate the elastic and inelastic response of beam-
slab type highway bridges in which the torsional stiff-
ness of the prestressed concrete spread box beams
significantly influences the behavior of the super-
structure; 2) to apply the new model to selected spread
box beam bridges in direct comparison with comparahle
prestressed concrete I-beam bridges in order to predict
differences in strength, stiffness, load distribution,
and damage patterns.
The box beam bridRe model should be able to simu-
late the overall load-deflection response of the super-
structure from zero load through the elastic and post-
elastic load ranges up to the ultimate strength or
collapse load of the bridge. ~t should account for
material non-linearites and failures - for both con-
crete and reinforcing/prestressing steel - and be able
to predict the location of damage initiation (crackin~,
crushing, yielding) and the total load at which this
6
occurs. It should then be able to simulate the propa-
gation of damage throughout the depth and plan of the
superstructure as the load is incrementally increased.
The current investigation is limited to the case
of right (without skew), simple spans having a cast-
in-place, reinforced concrete deck slab that acts cam-
po sit ely wit h tn u 1 tip 1 e non -,a d j ace n t (s pre a ci ), pre cas t ,
pretensionerl, prismatic, concrete box beams. Figure 1
illustrates an idealization of the type of bridge under
consideration.
Although simulations using the proposed- model may
theoretically be carried out all the way to the
C 0 11 a p s e loa d 0 f ,t h est rue t u r e, the imp 0 r·t a nee t 0
bridge engineers of the final stages of a complete sim~
ulation is far less than that of bridge behavior in the
relatively early post-elastic regime where dama~e
levels affecting serviceability are being observed.
Thus t for both practical engineering purposes as well
as the efficient use of computer resources, this
investigation has bsen deliberately limited in scope to
an examination of the relatively early stages of the
inelastic response. Loads in this general range are
typically several times the design load, yet only a
fraction (on the order of 30 to 70 percent) of the
collapse load (4).
7
The analytical approach uses a layered finite
element displacement formulation which is introduced in
more detail in section 1.4. The model considers mater-
ial non-linearities only. Geometric non-linearity is
not considered, as the formulation is based on small-~
deflection and small-strain beam and plate theory in
which equilibrium is satis,fied on the undeflected geom-
etry, and linear strain-displacement relationships are
used. Previous investigations following a similar
approach (4, 6) have established that at least in the
earlier stages of the damage initiation and propagation
process, I-beam bridge response could be fully and
accurately simulated under these first-order assump~.
tions.
Verification of the model with actual test data is
limited to cases of a spread box beam bridge loaded
only in the elastic range. The literature contains no
reports of full or scale model overload or collapse
responses predicted by the model for post-elastic load
load testing of spread box beam bridges. Thus, bridge
levels must for the present be considered rational
extensions of the methodology which remain to be test
validated. However, such extrapolations are inherently
less risky at the early post-elastic stages on which
this research is focused than would be the case in full
8
range, collapse load simulations.
1.3 Previous Work
A layered finite element model. developed by
Kostem and his associates in the 1970's to predict the
inelastic respons'e of beam-~lab bridges. is used as a
point of departure in the present research effort. The
first milestone in the evolution of this model was the
development by Wegmuller and Kostem (5) of a scheme for
predicting the elasto-plastic behavior of plates and of
eccentrically stiffened plate systems. In this finite
element scheme, a 12 degree-af-freedom plate bendin~
element with added memhrane stiffness was used to moni-
tor the spread of yielding through the depth. The
material was assumed to follow the Von Mises yield
criterion.
Subsequently, ~ulicki and Kostem (2) developed a
technique for realistically modelin~ the inelastic
behavior of reinforced and prestressed concrete beams.
The layered beam model employeo separate layers for
concrete and reinforcing and prestressing steel. This
allowed two distinct materials, each with its own
stress-strain relationship, to be modeled effectively
in the same beam finite element. The model assumed
uniaxial plane stress for both materials and considered
cracking and crushing of concrete and yielding of steel
as possible layer failure mechanisms. This beam model
was subsequently interfaced with an elasto-plastic slab
model in early attempts at the modeling of composite
bridge superstructures (2).
Peterson, Kostem and Kulicki (3) and Peterson and
Kostem (4) advanced the evolution of the methodology by
developing a biaxial stress-strain relationship for
slab concrete based on a Ramberg-Osgood type formula-
tion (8) and by introducing a biaxial failure envelope.
These two major developments enabled the concrete lay-
ers of the slab finite elements to exhibit complete bi-
axial plane stress behavior and to simulate cracking or
crushing along lines perpendicular to the principal
stresses. In addition, Peterson and Kostem incorpo-
rated into the slab element separate layers represent-
ing the reinforcing steel. These uniaxially stressed
layers could be located at arbitrary depths and orien-
tations, and for the first time, enabled a plate bend-
ing/plane stress element to realistically simulate,
elastically and inelastically, the stiffness and
strength contributions of a separate reinforcement
material. Finally, Peterson and Kostem (4) interfaced
this sophisticated inelastic slab model with Kulicki's
beam model, and thus presented and verified with
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available test data a reliable representation of over-
all composite beam-slab bridge behavior. ~he model
could simulate the load-deflection reponse and damage
initiation/propaRation patterns for loads ranging from
purely elastic levels through the entire inelastic
ran~e up to collapse.
Later refinements of the Peterson model include
that hy Hall and Kostem (6) in which composite or non-
composite steel girder bringes were simulated. RaIl
introduced into the model the effects of flange and web
buckling and strain hardening as phenomena, unique to
steel girders, that would affect overall structure
stiffness and thus bridge response. Tuminelli and
Kostem (7) developed several specialized new elements
for simulattng slippage at the beam-slab interface, and
for the elastic modeling of "partially composite ft
behavior in hearn-slab superstructures.
Other investigators, using different approaches)
have also· addressed the problem of realistically model-
ing overall bridge behavior. Massonet, for example,
has done extensive work with orthotropic plates as a
representation of cellular beam-slab grillages (9).
However, this work has dealt primarily with elastic
behavior and cannot conveniently account for the com-
posite action associated with non-concentric placement
11
of the beams. This distinction is a key element in the
present investigation.
Puthli (10) has developed a comprehensive
inelastic and large displacement finite element model
for predicting the full range elasto-plastic response~
of eccentrically stiffened steel plates, including the
torsional contribution of the stiffeners. His model
was developed from principles similar to those used by
Kostem, but relies heavily on the elasto-plastic
behavior of steel and, therefore, cannot be applied to
concrete assemblages.
Scordelis and his associates have done a great
deal of both analytical and experimental work on con-
crete box girder bridges (11, 12), including compara-
tive finite element, finite strip, and folded plate
analysis in the elastic range, as well as ultimate
strength analyses. In these studies the accuracy of a
continuum type finite element model has been demon-
strated for assemblages of closed sections, a fact that
is verified and subsequently relied upon in the pres-
ent investigation. Scordelis's focus, however, has
been on cast-in-place, cellular reinforced concrete
superstructures having large and deformable closed
cross sections. Structures of this type differ marked-
ly in behavior, particularly at loads in the inelastic
12
range, from the bridges considererl in this investi~a­
tion, which employ slender, precast, discrete, and non-
adjacent heams.
Early work by Hand, Pecknold, and Schnobrich (13)
on the use of layered finite elements for modeling in-,
elastic behavior provided insight into the present work
and background for the previously cited work by Kostem
and his associates.
The available literature on the behavior of indi-
vidual reinforced and prestressed concrete beams under
pure torsion and combined bending and torsion is con-
siderably more abundant than the literature devoted to
overall hridge behavior. Much of this work has been
important to the present investigation in providing an
experimental data base dealing with the effects of tor-
sion in flexural members, particularly in regard to
cracking strength, post cracking stiffness, and ultimate
mode of failure under varying ratios of torque to benn-
ing moment. Some of the most useful work in this regard
has been that of Hsu (14, 15, 16), Ganga Rao (17), Zia
(18, 19), Iyengar (20), Collins (21), Lampert (22), and
Pandii (23). Further references to these works, as well
as several others, are made in the appropriate sections
of Chapter 2 which deals with torsion of beams and
Chapter 3 in which the model development is presented.
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1.4 Approach
The central problem in the development of an ana-
lytical model for the inelastic analysis of spread box
beam bridges is to find a way to reduce the complex
three dimensional response of a composite beam-slab
superstructure to an essentially two-dimensional bend-
ing problem whi~h lends itself well to simulation of
material non-linearities by layering, but without los-
ing the significant influence of beam torsion on over-
all behavior. An original, yet conceptually simple,
approach, and the one developed as a key part of this
research, is to incorporate separate, one dimensional,
longitudinal finite elements, possessing the appropri-
~te torsional stiffness, into a modified version of the'
inelastic model previously developed by Kostem, et al
(2, 3, 4). Implementing this basic approach led to the
more immediate problems of justifying a number of
implicit assumptions and of determining a valid and
practical configuration for the torsion elements and
their relationship to associated box beam stems. Thus,
several preliminary analytical investigations were
undertaken to ascertain the nature of torsion in box
beams typical of this class of bridge and to determine
the relative importance of beam torsion in the flexure
of spread box beam superstructures.
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The following sub-sections introduce the essential
features of each phase of the total investigation,
beginning with a brief description of the basic
inelastic analysis model and the additions and modifi-
cations required to accommodate box beams.
1.4.1 The Inelastic Bridge Analysis Model
The basic bridge overload analysis scheme upon
which the current investigation builds (2, 3, 4) was
coded into a practical, special purpose finite element
computer program known as program BOVA (24, 25), an
acronym for !ridge OVerload ~nalysis.
In the basic model on which program BOVA was built,
the three dimensional elasticity problem represented by
the flexure of a composite beam-slab superstr~.cture was
simplified and reduced to the quasi-twa-dimensional
problem of an eccentrically stiffened plate. A typical
beam-slab bridge discretization, shown in Figure 2,
consists of beam and slab finite elements. Finite
element nodes, possessing in-plane (u and v) and bending
(w, Gx and By) degrees of freedom (DOF) are located at
the middle surface of the slab (see Figure 3). Coupled
bending and in-plane stiffness coefficients are defined
for the rectangular slab elements with respect to all
five nodal DOF, whereas coupled bending and axial
15
stiffness coefficients for beam elements are defined
with respect only to u, w, and 0y ' thus restricting
beam action to planar (major axis) bending.
Figure 3 shows the slab and beam layering scheme
that allows both beam and slab elements, based on an
assumed linear strain distribution, to exhibit a stress
variation through their depth and to experience pro-
gressive cracking, crushing or yielding. At the same
time, the layering of each element provides the basis
for redefining element stiffnesses after each load step
through the appropriate summing of the. individual layer
stiffnesses. In this scheme each layer is assumed to
this is a uniaxial stress field comprised of the com-
bined layer stresses due to bending and axial shorten-
ing. For slab elements the analagous layer stress
field is biaxial. For a given layer the total stress
field consists of the in-plane (membrane) normal and
shear stresses plus the normal and shear stresses at
that depth caused by the bending and twisting actions
of the element. It should be noted that in this stiff-
ness formulation, the in-plane and bending responses
are coupled for both beam and slab elements.
The tangent modulus or moduli for each layer of
each element is computered by differentiating an
be in a state of plane stress. For beam element layers
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analytical stress strain relationship appropriate to
the layer material, whether concrete, mild steel, or
prestressing steel. In this model the stress strain
relationships were developed separately for the uni-
axial case (2) and the biaxial case (3, 4) following ~
Ramberg-Osgood formulation (8). ·
A detailed,mathematical development of this
finite element scheme is provided in references 2 and
4. The users manual for program BOVA, not including
the capability for analysis of box beam bridges, is
listed as reference 25.
1.4.1.1 Modification for Box Beams. The inelas-
tic bridge analysis model, as briefly described above,
represents the beam-slab superstructure- as a fundament-
ally flexural system coupled with the bending-induced
in-plane responses of the beam and slab elements.
Transverse shearing deformations are neglected for both
slab and beam elements, in accordance with the usual
Bernoulli-Kirchoff assumptions, although in-plane shear
is fully represented within the two-dimensional slab
elements. Also neglected in the model are minor axis
flexure of the beams, which would correspond to the
undefined DOF, ez ' and the twisting of the beams. In
th~ case of the latter, however, the applicable DOF,
ex, is already present in the basic formulation, even
1 7
though its purpose until the present investigation had
been 'only to define rotations associated with the
transverse flexure and twisting of the slab elements.
For the present investigation, it was hypothesized
that the torsional influence of the beams on the tran~­
verse flexure of the superstructure might be adequately
modeled by using the ex DOF to represent beam twist in
addition to slab twist and transverse flexure. The
global stiffness matrix would be supplemented with
additional coefficients defined with respect to the ex
nOF for those nodes associated with the box beams.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 4 which depicts
the original box beam and slab and its idealization as
twin I-beams plus torsion elements •.
This concept is rational and appealingly straight-
forward, but ·to some degree it represents a departure
from the true three-dimensional behavior in several
ways:
(1) It assumes that beam torsion occurs as
uniform, or St. Venant, torsion of a thin-walled closed
section separate from the transverse bending and twist-
ing of the slab. Thus, it neglects any complex warping
behavior that may exist in the open-closed continuum of
the actual box beam-slab superstructure.
(2) It assumes that local bending of box beam
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walls due to cross section distortion is negligibly
small and will not significantly affect beam failure
modes.
(3) It assumes that overall sup~rstructure
response and failure mechanisms will continue to be
primarily flexural in nature and will be governed by
small deflectio~, small strain, first order Bernouli-
Kirchoff beam and plate theory.
It is the reasonable justification of these
assumptions that formed the need for the preliminary
investigations which are introduced briefly in the
following section.
1.4.2 Torsional Response of an Individual Box
Beam
This preliminary study sought to define the
elastic reponse of an individual box beam having dimen-
sions, boundary conditions and loadings typical 0'£
those found in, a spread box beam bridge. The specific
objectives were two-fold: First, to determine whether
a simple St. Venant torsional representation could be
validly applied to the torque-twist response of such a
beam. This included an assessment of the significance
of warping and warping stresses. And second, to deter-
mine the relative significance of the stresses
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associated with local bending of box beam walls stem-
ming from cross section distortion.
The approach to this investigation consisted of
comparing both St. Venant theory and the complete first
order torsion theory (including warping torsion) for q
one-dimensional member possessing appropriate section
properties, witb the measured response of an actual
laboratory-tested beam (26) and with corresponding
parameters generated by a refined three-dimensional
finite element model of the same beam.
The detailed presentation of these analyses is
found in Chapter 2.
1.4.3 Elastic Three-Dimensional Behavior of a Box
Beam Bridge
In addition to studying the behavior of a discrete
box beam, it was necessary to investigate the three-
dimensional elastic behavior of a typical spread box
beam bridge. The two purposes of this study (also
treated in detail in Chapter 2) were to obtain a veri-
fiable quantitative estimate of torque-to-bending
moment ratios in the beams of a typical box beam bridge
and to assess the validity of assuming that flexural
behavior dominates the overall response., The study
entailed developing and verifying a three-dimensional
20
finite element model of an actual bridge which had been
field tested. The tested bridge, hereafter known
simply as the Hazleton Bridge, was a five beam super-
structure l3.9 m (45 ft 6 in) wide and spanning 21.2 m
(69 ft 7 in). It was considered a typical spread box,
beam bridge, and of equal importance, it was the only
bridge of this type about which a substantial amount of
test data was available (27). This model employed a
conventional elastic finite element package, "SAP IV -
A Structural Analysis Program for Static and Dynamic
Respons~ of Linear Systems" (28), hereafter known
simply as SAP4, and consisted of a three-dimensional
assemblage of rectangular plate bending/plane stress
elemen~ts.··· Required response parameters were derived
from results of analyses with this model which simu-
lated field test conditions.
The use of this three-dimensional elastic model
went much further, however, than the immediate purpose
21
testing of various configurations of the torsion
element concept because its analytical simplicity,
(compared with the proposed inelastic box beam formula-
tion) permitted many analyses (at elastic load levels)
for a fraction of the computer costs Qf comparable
trials using the enhanced version of BOVA known
It was also employed for preliminarystated above.
hereafter as BOVABOX.
1n addition, the accurate three-dimensional
elastic box beam bridge model (SAP4 model) served as a
surrogate for the prototype during elastic verification
of the inelastic model and BOVABOX program. This use t
of the model as a surrogate was necessary because
several paramet~rs and loading conditions of interest
had not been considered during the earlier field
tests.
1.4.4 Development £i the Inelastic Box Beam
Bridge Model
Incorporation of the torsion element and twin
I-beam concept into the inelastic finite element model,
and coding the necessary changes and additions into
program BOVABOX, commenced only after the theoretical
and elast~c model studies had validated the basic con-
cept and associated assumptions, and after experimenta-
tion with several configurations of the elastic model
provided a basis for a configuration for the inelastic
model that was likely to yield reliable results.
Figure 5 depicts the discretization scheme used
during this development process •. Longitudinally, the
bridges were divided into ten equal length segments,
although any number of segments of arbitrary length
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could have been accommodated. In the transverse direc-
tlan, the free span of slab between each pair of 1-
beams was divided into two slab elements. The portion
of the slab lying over each box beam (between the two
I-beams in each pair) was also divided into two
elements. The box beams themselves were represented as
twin I-beams each possessing half the cross sectional
area and moment of inertia of the original box and by
three rows of torsion elements running down the nodal
lines over each beam stem as well as down the center-
line of nodes between associated beam stems. Each tor-
sian element has been assigned one-third the torsional
rigidity of the associated box section in the actual
bridge.
Modifications of the original BOVA program that
were required to accommodate this concept of a box beam
bridge were extensive, particularly since it was desir-
able that the original capability for analyzing I-beam
bridges .be left unchanged. User input modifications
were kept to a minimum by accomplishing all bookkeeping
and stiffness calculations for torsion elements intern-
ally - only the fact that the analysis will involve box
beams, along with their associated torsion constants
and enclosed areas, was required as new user input.
Other internal program modifications included revising
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the global stiffness assembly procedures to accommodate
new stiffness coefficients from the three torsion
elements that were now identified on a three for two
basis with corresponding beam elements.
New procedures were developed and incorporated
which recalculate torsion element stiffnesses following
each load step"as a function of the average tangent
modulus of all the layers of each of the two associated
beam elements. The assumption governing this scheme is
that the torsional stiffness of a concrete box beam
will gradually degrade as the beam begins to experience
flexural failure at critical sections. These topics
are treated in detail in Chapter 3.
1.4.4.1 Verification ~ the Elastic Range. The
completed and working box beam bridge simulation
model - and the associated computer program BOVABOX
- was verified by comparing predicted response para-
meters of a model of the Hazleton Bridge with corres-
,ponding data taken during the field tests of the bridge
(27) and with appropriate parameters derived from the
three-dimensional (3-D) SAP4 surrogate model of this
bridge. Comparisons were made for midspan deflectLon,
distribution of beam bending moment, and beam torque.
It was found that the BOVABOX results were moderately
conservative for all parameters studied.
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1.4.5 Application of BOVABOX in the Inelastic
Range
The initial trial use of BOVABOX for simulating
post-elastic behavior was carried out on the model pre-
viously developed for the Hazleton Bridge. Since no
overload testing had been done and no field data
reflecting inelastic behavior were available, the
results of the overload simulation were compared with
those of what amounts to a control model. In this case
the "control model" was the flexural duplicate of the
Hazleton Bridge model, identical in every respect
except that its twin I-beam configuration was not tor-
sionally stiffened using the special torsion elements.
The re suI t S 0 f BOV ABOX ove rIo ad s i mli'~l a L'! ans 0 f
these two models showed starkly contrasting behavior,
which was important primarily because it illustrated
the efficacy of the torsion element scheme when
extended into the post-elastic range. Significant
response differences were observed in the strength,
stiffness, load distribution, and deck damage patterns
of the two models.
Following these initial trials with the Hazleton
Bridge and its useful, but fictitious, I-beam counter-
part, the model was employed in the overload analysis
of three realistic alternative bridge designs. The
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three designs were.carried out in accordance with the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PENNDOT)
Standards for Prestressed Concrete Bridge Design (29).
All shared. the same span, width,. and design load. An
eight-box-beam bridge was initially compared with an
eight-I-beam bridge having identical beam spacing and
comparable composite moment of inertia. The results
were used to assess the effect of beam type on the res-
ponses of two truly comparable design alternatives. The
third bridge that underwent overload simulation using
BOVABOX was a five-hox-beam bridge that also represented
a design alternative to the other two. The purpose of
this comparison was to assess the effect of beam number
and spacing on various response parameters. The five-
beam bridge actually possessed much greater total com-
posite moment of inertia and slightly greater torsional
inertia than the eight-box beam alter·native. All three
bridge models were subjected,to both symmetric and un-
symmetric loadings to determine the effect of transverse
load placement on the inelastic response.
The detailed presentation of the results of these
inelastic applications of the model and conclusions
reached concerning differences in bridge response are
found in Chapter 4.
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2. TORSION IN !Q! BEAMS -
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes two distinct preliminary
investigations which were undertaken to better define,
certain aspects of the behavior of discrete box beams
loaded in torsion and bending and to refine the under-
standing of certain characteristics of the behavior of
such members when they are integral components of a com-
posite, multi-beam superstructure. In the context of'
this research the term box beam refers to the slender,
pre-cast, pre-tensioned type used as discrete members in
ordinary beam-slab highway bridges.
The particular uncertainties that had to be
resolved were: 1) whether the torque-twist relationship
of a box beam of applicable dimensions can be adequately
described by St. Venant torsion alone - i.e. can the box
section be considered thin-walled and can warping
effects be neglected; 2) whether local bending stresses
arising from distortion of the box beam walls can be
neglected when considering bridge beam failure mechan-
isms; 3) whether beam torque levels found in typical
spread box beam bridges are sufficiently high to inval-
idate the assumptions regarding the fundamental flexural
response and failure mode that are key to the 'beam
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formulation in the proposed inelastic finite element
model.
Of the three problem areas listed above, the first
two have been addressed using a refined three-
dimensional (3-D) elastic finite element model of a p~e­
stressed concrete box beam which had been tested to col-
lapse under bending and torsion in the laboratory at
Pennsylvania State University (26). For brevity, this
beam will be referred to hereafter as the Penn State
beam. Results of finite element analyses of this beam
are compared with theory, test results, and supporting
literature on the subject.
The third problem is addressed using a 3-D elastic
finite element model of a complete spread box beam
... bridge superstructure which had undergone limited field
testing with truck loads in the elastic range (27).
Results of finite element analyses of this bridge are
used to assess the validity of the flexural assumptions
implicit in the proposed inelastic model.
2.2 Penn State Beam - Elastic Analysis
The beam tested to collapse by McClure and Barnoff
(26) was a full size Pennsylvannia Department of Trans-
portation (PENNDOT) standard precast, pretensioned box
beam. Its cross section is depicted in Figure 6.
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The
12.2 meter-(40 foot) long beam was simply supported and
loaded at its midspan with an eccentrically placed con-
centrated load which produced a constant torque to bend-
ing moment· ratio (TIM) of 0.15 in each half-span of the
member. The tested beam did not contain end blocks o~ a
midspan diaphragm, elements that are customarily cast
into actual bridge beams.
The principal conclusions reached by the authors
were that at a TIM of 0.15, the observed failure mode
was indi,stinguishable from the case of pure flexure and
that the absence of internal diaphragms only slightly
reduced the elastic torsional rigidity (less than 5%)
and only slightly increased the difference between bot-
tom flange and side wall rotations (about 5%).
The reported test results were used in the present
investigation primarily to verify the finite element
model at precracking loads, and also to support experi-
mentally the contention that torsional effects at TIM
ratios of this order of magnitude do not significantly
influence the essentially flexural response or expected
failure mode of bridge beams.
2.2.1 Finite Element Model of' Penn State Beam
The three-dimensional behavior of the Penn State
beam was modeled using the SAP4 program and the finite
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element mesh shown in Figure 7 (30). All elements were
the SAP4 Type 6 element which combines a 12 DOF quadri-
lateral plate bending element, to capture out-of-plane
displacements and rotations, with four constant strain
triangles (with center node condensed out) to capture.
in-plane or membrane behavior (28).
In order to study shear and normal stress varia-
tions over the length of a wall section and to capture
the double (reverse) curvature and associated plate
moments of box walls it was necessary to divide each
wall into a minimum of four elements as shown in Figure
7. Note also that a more refined longitudinal division
has been provided at critical regions near the ends and
midspan of the beam to permit more precise prediction of
displacements and stresses that may be varying rapidly
in the longitudinal direction in these regions. The
more closely spaced elements near the ends and midspan
also possess aspect ratios between 1.0 and 2.0 to help
ensure the accuracy of stress calculations using the
finite element displacement method.
This finite element model, like the prototype, did
not contain elements representing integral end blocks or
diaphragms. Thus it was expected that any cross se~­
tional distortion exhibited by the model would be some-
what exaggerated in comparison to distortion which
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occurs in actual bridge beams containing these dia-
phragms.
In developing and using the results of this finite
element model the effects of prestress in the actual
beam have been neglected. This is valid and justifie4
since the beam had been in self-equilibrium under the
prestress alone,and since the load effects of interest
are confined to the linear elastic regime. It is recog-
nized, of course, that the displacements and stresses
discussed and compared in the following paragraphs are
due to the applied external load alone and do not repre-
sent the total stress if the prestress were included.
Loads were applied to the model either with direct
nodal forces for the initial verification runs or with
pressure loads on the top flange elements. In the
latter case, statically equivalent nodal forces and
moments were internally generated by the SAP4 program.
Table 1 compares the deflections and rotations pre-
dicted by the finite element model with corresponding
test results under a midspan concentrated load of 267 kN
(60 K), placed first symmetrically and then eccen-
trically. The eccentricity of 0.457 m (18 in) produced
an applied torque at midspan of 122 kN-m (1080 in-k).
The table also indicates the theoretical vertical
d e fIe c t ion ~ cal cuI ate d wit h s i In pIe b-e am the 0 r y •
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The slightly smaller measured deflections can be attri-
buted 'to unplanned end restraint that the authors
acknowledge was provided by the test frame. The load at
this point in the test represented 70% of the theoret-
Table 2 summarizes static checks of the finite ele-
ieal and 63% of the actual cracking load (26).
lated from the SAP4 output are compared with the actual
~he integrated stress resultants calcu-ment results.
static moment. shear, and torque for the indicated load-
ing conditions. Good agreement suggests that the finite
element model adequately simulates the elastic response
of this beam.
2.2.2 Torsion of a Box Beam - Theoretical
Considerations
In general, if a prismatic member can be assumed to
be expressed in terms of derivatives of its angle of
have a rigid cross section, its torsional response can
twist about its shear center and properties of its cross
If the section is one which does not warpsection.
(e.g., a circular section) or if warping deformations
are unrestrained. the twisting response is said to con-
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tioD tends to warp and warping is -in. any way prevented
or restrained by such factors as symmetry, support
If the sec-form to uniform or pure St. Venant torsion.
conditions, or diaphragms, then non-uniform or warping
torsion is present in addition to St. Venant torsion.
For the general case, the elastic response of a
member subjected to a uniform distributed torque is
governe~ by Equation 2.1, a fourth order differential.
equation in which the first term represents the St.
Venant contribution and the second term the warping con-
tribution (31).
( 2 .1)
where G = Shear modulus of the material
J = St. Venant torsion constant for the cross
section
= second derivative of twist angle with
respect to longitudinal coordinate
E = Modulus of elasticity of the material
I w = warping constant of the cross section
mt = magnitude of uniformly distributed torque in
appropriate units of moment per unit length
In this formulation, the effect of shear deformations
has been neglected, an assumption that could lead to
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non-negligible error, especially in regions of high
shear in closed cross sections (31). However, in the
present case such error will be seen to be localized and
of relatively minor concern.
Equation 2.1 has a solution of the general form ~
m x 2
t
e = Cl + C2 x + C3coshAX + C4sinhAx - "2"'G'J ( 2 • 2 )
where the Ci are constants of integration to be evaluat-
ed by application of the boundary conditions and
a recurring parameter in torsionGJEI w
analysis having units of (length)-2.
where A,2 =
To apply Equation 2.2 to describe the actual tor-
sional response of a specific member it is necessary to:
1) assume the cr~ss section remains rigid; 2) assume a
homogeneous material and isotropic, linear elastic
behavior; 3) determine a torsion constant J and a warp-
ing constant I w for the section; and 4) determine and
apply the appropriate boundary conditions.
In the case of the present example - i.e., the
Penn State Beam - the cross section of the finite ele-
ment model remains nearly rigid under combined bending
and torsional loads simulating those applied during the
The maximum change in the right angle of thelab tests.
box section's corners at midspan was computed to be
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1.65xlO- 4 radians - a change of less than 0.01 percent.
The corresponding angle change measured in the test was
1.85xlO-4 radians. The maximum deflection of the top
flange of the beam relative to a chord drawn from corner
node to corner node was less than 0.1 percent of the'
depth of the section, and this occurred directly under
the concentrated nodal lo~ds applied at midspan. Dis-
tortional displacements of these magnitudes will have a
negligible effect on the nominal calculated section
properties, I, J, and I w, and thus are not sufficient to
invalidate the use of Equations 2.1 and 2.2. This rigid
cross section assumption applies only to the validity of
representing the member and its torsional response one
dimensionally - i.e., as a function only of the length
variable X; cross sectional distortion is also dis-
cussed, in a different context, in Section 2.2.4. In
that section the stresses associated with distortion of
the section are related quantitatively to the primary
flexural and torsional stresses of the member.
With respect to the second assumption of homogen-
eous, isotropic material and linear elastic
behavior: it is the usual practice to neglect the
presence of embedded steel when describing.the torsion
of structural concrete members in the uncracked,
elastic range (14, 16, 32, 33).
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In reality, the rein-
forced or prestressed member can be expected to be
slightly stiffer and slightly stronger (precracking)
than a comparable plain section. This widely made
assumption is thus both reasonable and conservative pro-
viding, of course, only linear elastic analysis is cort-
templated J as in the present case.
The usual approach f~r determining J and I w is to
assume the section is thin-walled and use standard pro-
cedures for evaluating these section constants. With
wall thicknesses of 76 and 127 mm (3 and 5 inches) and
overall dimensions of 686 and 914 mm (27 and 36 inches)
this particular section falls slightly short of the
accepted thin-walled standard which normally calls for a
width-to-thickness ratio of ten or greater. However,
the thin-wall assumption can be tentatively made and
theoretical results checked later against analytical
values derived from the accurate three-dimensional con-
tinuum response generated by the finite element model.
Thus, the St. Venant torsion constant can be calculated
'by Bredt's well-known equation (34),
4A2 4Ao 2J 0=
Jds
= 8 i
t r-
ti
for a straight
sided section
(2 .3)
where Ao = the area enclosed by the midline of the box
girder walls
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", ,
S1 = midline length of wall segment i
ti = thickness of wall segment i
The warping constant or warping moment of inertia
can be evaluated using:
E 2
= f wntds
o
( 2 .4)
where the last expression applies to straight sided
polygonal cross sections and the summation extends over
all wall elements. The i and j symbolize' end points of
a given straight wall element and the tij and bij are
the corresponding wall thickness and length respec-
tively. Also, wn is the normalized unit warping which
varies ~rom point to point ·in the section and is itself
a function of wall thickness and length as well as the
perpendicular distance of the point in question from the
secti,on centroid and shear center. Reference 31 des-
cribes in detail the derivation and calculation of
Equation 2.4 and its component parameters.
For the Penn State beam the St. Venant and warping
torsion constants have been evaluated as
J = 3.29xl0 6cm 4 (79,021 in 4 )
I w = 1.11xl08 cm 6 (411,800 in 6 )
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It is important to note here that closed sections
generally have a smaller tendency to warp than do open
sectioris. It has been shown (35) that any equilateral
polygonal closed section with constant wall thickness
will not warp (i.e., its 1 00 ~ill be zero), and furthe~
that any closed rectangular section for which the prod-
uct of wall thickness and ,length i~ a constant also will
not warp (36). While box sections of the type presently
under study do not precisely meet either of these
criteria they do approach them closely enough so that
warping torsion may be expected to be a relatively minor
effect compared to St. Venant torsion. In recognition
of this, the literature of torsion in concrete members
and the practice of concrete torsion design customarily
ignores the possibility of non-negligible warping .~
effects, particularly in box sections (32). The present
analysis, therefore, serves in part to establish the
validity of the presumption of both thin-wall behavior
and negligible warping for the class of box beam of
interest in this research.
Boundary conditions needed to evaluate the con-
stants of integration appearing in Equation 2.2 are the
values of e and its derivatives existing at beam ends.
For example, an end section which cannot twist but which
is totally free to warp would have the boundary
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conditions e = 0 and e" = 0; this implies that G'* 0;
i.e., the rate of twist or ttsl ope " is non-zero, but the
rate of change of slope or "curvature" (e") is zero.
Noting the analogy to boundary conditions from bending
theory, this condition can be referred to as "torsion...&
ally pinned." The other end condition of interest in
bridge beams is'the case of an end section which is
constrained so that it can neither twist nor warp.
This corresponds to 0 = 0 and e t = 0 while 0" "* 0, and
is analagous to the flexurally fixed end; thus this
condition is referred to as the "torsionally fixed"
case.
Applying first the torsionally pinned conditions
and then the torsionally fixed conditions to each end of
a beam, the integration constants of Equations 2.2 can
tions, appropriately rearranged, describe the theoret-
be evaluated for the two cases. The resulting equa-
ieal twist responses of a member subjected to a uniform
distribu-ted torque. Thus,
mt L2 A2 x x 2 ALe = ----[----(- - --LZ)+coshAx-tanh--zsinhAx - 1]A2GJ 2 L
(torsionally pinned ends)
mt L 1 + COShAL ( x). ]0= 2AGJ[( sinhAL )(eoshAx-l)+\x 1-1 -s~nhAX
(torsionally fixed ends)
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( 2 .5)
( 2 .6)
where L = member length
GJ
EI w
x = longitudinal distance from beam end
Other solutions to Equation 2.1 may be obtained
for various combinations ~f torsionally fixed, pinned,
and free end conditions as well as for loadings other
than the uniform distributed torque assumed for the
present analysis. Many such solutions are presented in
reference 37. Equations 2.5 and 2.6, however, incorp-
orate the type of load and range of limiting conditions
to be expected in a bridge beam and are most suitable
for describing the theoretical one dimensional torsion
response of such beams.
The right sides of equations 2.5 and 2.6 can be
successively differentiated to obtain expressions for
0', 8", and 0' t', which if evaluated at a given
section, are proportional respectively to the St.
Venant torque (and associated shear stress), the normal
stress due to restrained warping, and the warping torque
(and associated shear stress).
Thus, for equation 2.5,
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And for equation 2.6,
mt AL
e"= GJ[COShAX - tanh-z sinhAx-l]
( 2 .9)
( 2 .8)
ALtanh-z COShAX]mt
A
e r , '= GJ [sinhAx
0' =
mt L 2x8' = 2GJ [HsinhAx - COShAX - L +1] (2.10)
mtL 2
en = 2GJ [HAcoshAX - AsinhAx - "L] ( 2 • 11)
2
mtLA .
e" '= 2GJ [Hs2nhAx - COShAX] (2.12)
where H = 1 + coshAL
sinhAL a constant.
Figures 8 and 9 are normalized and non-
dimensionalized ~lots of Equations 2.5 and 2.6 and
their first three derivatives. For these curves, the
particular length, section properties, and elastic
material properties of the Penn State beam have been
substituted.
In Figure 8, representing the torsionally pinned-
ended case, note that the e" curve is constant and
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very small and the 0' t, curve is null except in the
immediate vicinity of the end where the deviation is
barely visible. Thus for practical purposes the tor-
sional response of this beam is completely described by
St. Venant torsion; i.e., warping effects are neglig-·
ible. This is understandable since at the ends warping
is unrestrained' and at mi~span where warping restraint
would normally be expected due to symmetry, the torque
itself is zero. Thus at any section of the torsionally
pinned member the internal torque T is very closely
approximated by the St. Venant relationship,
T = GJG t (2.13)
In Figure 9, representing the torsionally fixed
case, the 0' curve is zero at the ends while both the
e" and 8' I I curves have significant positive or nega-
tive values extending out to about three percent of the
beam length from the ends. Since end warping was
totally restrained, these features of the curves merely
illustrate that the end torque reaction is resisted by
warping shear alone. Specifically,
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In addition, warping normal stresses are significantly
present- at the ends. They are proportional to 0" and
T=Elwe't' (2.14)
also vary around the section in proportion to the unit
warping, we, at any point.
In the middle 94 percent of the beam, however, note
that the curves relating to warping effects (8" and
e" ') nearly vanish and that the e and 0' curves beco~e
indistinguishable from those in Figure 8.
The significant observation to be made in comparing
Figure 9 to Figure 8 is that even for the worst case of
total end warping restraint, any warping effects dis-
appear less than a characteristic length (e.g., the
width of the section) from the end - for this member,
about 0.4 meters (15 inches), scarely greater than the
12-inch thickness of a standard end block. Thus, in the
flexurally significant middle 94 percent of the beam,
the torsional response, is essentially indistinguishable
from pure St. Venant torsion, and this is true regard-
less of end warping restraint.
Recognizing that the theoretical responses depicted
in Figures 8 and 9 suggesting the suitability of a St.
Venant model are based on thin-wall, rigid cross section
assumptions, it was considered necessary to take the
analysis one step further. Specifically. these theoret-
ieal curves were compared with corresponding parameters
computed from the results of the 3-D finite element
analysis of the Penn State beam. The following section
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is concerned with this task.
2.2.3 Comparison of Model Studies with Theory
In the finite element model of the Penn State beam
the torsionally pinned (warping unrestrained) end con~
ditions were simulated by constraining the longitudinal
displacement DOF in a sin~le node (bottom corner) at one
end of the member. All other nodes were left free to
displace longitudinally. Torsionally fixed end (warping
restrained) conditions were simulated by longitudinally
constraining all nodes on both end sections.
The uniform distributed torque was simulated by
applying u~~a~ds and downwards surface loads on top
flange elements on opposite side of the beam center-
line. A relatively large magn~tude of 114.8 kN-m/m
(25.8 in-K/in) was necessary to produce elastic dis-
placements sufficiently large for derived quantities to
retain at least two significant digits.
Twist angles for each beam cross section in the
model were computed by dividing the relative vertical
displacement of the bottom corner nodes by the distance
between them. Average rates of twist were computed for
the intervals between nodal cross sections by dividing
the differences in twist angles at adjacent' sections by
the distance between sections. Second and third
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derivatives of twist angle were not calculated from the
nodal displacements.
Figures 10 and 11 compare the previously discussed
theoretical curves for twist angle and rate of twist
(solid lines) with the corresponding parameters computed
from the finite element results (plotted symbols). For
both the torsionally pinn~d (Figure 10) and torsionally
fixed (Figure 11) cases, the only significant deviation
of the finite elemeht model's twist rate response from
the theoretical curves is seen to be confined to approx-
imately the end-most ten percent of the beam's length.
Conversely, in the middle 80 percent of the beam, for
both end condition cases, the finite element model's
responses are virtually congruent with the theoretical
curves which have previously been shown to be indistin-
guishable from pure St. Venant torsion.
T~e greater total angle of twist exhibited by the
finite element models in the center region of the beam
is seen as a consequence of the accumulated effect of
the exaggerated rates of twist appearing in the end
regions as described in the previous paragraph. This
can be attributed to several factors. First, the fin-
fte element model exhibits sufficient cross sectional
distortion near the ends so that the bottom flange
rotates through a larger angle than do the side walls
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causing an overestimate of the twist angle when based on
differencing the bottom flange corner displacements.
This distortion is caused in part by the fact that the
end reaction torque is applied to the model via a force
couple on the bottom corner nodes, and not as the
resultant of the theoretical internal stress distribu-
tion. Similar circumstances were present in the labor-
atory test of the beam and could also be expected in the
field. However, the section distortion was aggravated
by the absence in both the prototype and finite element
model of internal end blocks, diaphragms, and a com-
posite deck - components that would normally be present
in an actual bridge beam which would substantially
stiffen its end cross sections.
A second factor contributing to higher apparent
rates of twist near the supports in the three-
dimensional model as compared to the theory, particular-
ly for the case in which ends were restrained against
warping (Figure 11), stems from the neglect of shearing
deformations due to warping torsion formulating the tor-
sion theory. The three dimensional finite element
model, and the real beam it represents, obviously
incorporate all effects including shearing deformations.
With the exception of. the near-end regions, the curves
in Figures 10 and 11 suggest that the torque-twist
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relationships derived from the complete response fof a
three-dimensional model closely conform to those pre-
dicted by thin-wall torsion theory despite the restric-
tive assumptions of the latter.
The deviations that have been noted near the end~
are in any case modest, and as discussed above, can be
largely attributed to t~e ,lack of stiffening factors
that would normally be present in actual bridge beams.
The thin-wall torsion theory itself predicts that
St. Venant torsion will completely describe the response
for warping unrestrained ends and will describe the
response except for the very close vicinity of the ends
for the wo~st case of warping restrained ends.
The primary inaccuracies expected to be incurred by
introducing pure torsion members into the inelastic lay-
ered bridge model to simulate the torsional stiffness of
bridge beams are: first» that beam torsional stiffness
may be slightly overstated for elements adjacent to the
ends; and second, that any warping stresses, normal or
shear, that may exist at the supports (or other sections
where a concentrated torque is applied) are unable to be
taken into account. The implications of these and other
torsion-related factors are summarized at the end of
this chapter.
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2.2.4 Cross Sectional Distortion
While transverse bending of box section walls may
frequently govern the design of large single or multiple
cellular box girder bridges, it is typically neglected
in the design of beam slab bridges. Since the propos~d
inelastic scheme conceptually and analytically separates
box beams into twin I-bea~s exhibiting pure planar bend-
ing (and extension) and torsion members exhibiting pure
St. Venant torsion and is used to predict failure
mechanisms, it was considered essential to investigate
the extent to which local bending effects might contri-
bute to a possible failure initiation in slender beams
having proportions typical of those found in ~p~ad box
beam bridges.
Several methods exist for the three dimensional
elastic analysis of a box girder under combined bending
and torsion, including folded plate analysis and a mod-
ified thin-wall beam analysis method that accounts for
cross section distortion (38, 39). However, the
already-described three dimensional finite element model
of the Penn State beam presents an equally accurate and
much more convenient means of capturing both local bend-
ing and overall beam behavior and readily permits a com-
parison of the corresponding stresses.
The approach consisted of subjecting the beam model
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to simulated flexural and torsional loads and support
conditions designed to aggravate cross section distor-
tion well beyond what could be reasonably anticipated in
an actual beam in service. The load'tng consisted of
pressure loads on top flange elements producing parabdl-
ically varying bending and linearly varying torsion
throughout the beam, with a maximum torque to bending
moment ratio of 0.33 at the end supports. All degrees
of freedom in all nodes at the end cross sections were
fixed, not to simulate real support conditions, but to
provide a conservative and unambiguous boundary condi-
tian which could be verified analytically. This degree
of end restraint partially simulated the effect that an
integrally cast end block would provide in that cross
sectional distortion was prevented at the very end; how-
ever, an actual end block, typically 0.31 meters (12
inches) thick, effectively prevents distortion in the
entire end region, not just ~t the end section itself.
No midspan internal diaphragm was included in the finite
element model although one is usually present in a real
beam.
The stress output from the finite element program
used in this analysis (SAP4) was broken down into two
components: direct membrane stresses resulting from the
primary flexural, shear, and torsional action of the
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beam, and local stresses resulting exclusively from dis-
tortian (local bending) of the plate elements represent-
ing box section walls.
The two types of stresses were compared at the mid-
span cross section, where a primary flexural failure
would most likely initiate, and at a section 0.457
meters (18 inches) from the end support, where distor-
tion is most severe and where a shear or torsion failure
would most likely initiate.
For each plate finite element comprising the cross
section, local stresses were calculated using Equations
2.15 (40) from the longitudinal and transverse plate
moment resultants and the plate twisting moment
resultant computed by the finite element program.
ax = (longitudinal local bending stress)
cry (transverse local bending stress)(Z.15)
axy= 6Mxy (local twisting shear stress)
t 2
The plate moments arise from the distortion of the
cross section, which can be attributed to end reaction
resultants not being'distributed on the end section
identically to the internal st~ess distribution and to
rigid-jointed frame behavior resulting from the direct
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bending of the top flange under surface loading. The
latter effect is also exaggerated in this model as com-
pared to an actual bridge beam because the model lacks
the distributing, stiffening, and strengthening effect
of a thick slab overlying the top flange. According11,
local stresses occurring in the top flange have been
excluded from this analys~s and discussion.
The local stresses computed by Equations 2.15 are
assumed to vary linearly from the inner to the outer
surface of the plate element and therefore will both
add to and subtract from the corresponding membrane
stress across the thickness of the plate.
Table 3 presents a digest of the local-versus-
direct stesses occurring at the midspan and near-end
cros~ sections. The only stresses shown are worst-case
values, tabulated by type stress and by cross section
component (bottom flange or web)·. For example, the
local (distortional) longitudinal normal stress of 1.08
MPa (157 psi) shown for the bottom flange at midspan
can be added to the direct flexural (membrane) stress
of 3.11 MPa (451 psi) occurring in the same plate
element to represent the largest combined tensile stress
anywhere in the bottom flange at midspan. However, the
transverse local normal stress of 1.20 MPa (174 psi)
- and a negligible direct stress - does not necessarily
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occur in the same element, but is merely the largest
stress of that type in any of the four elements compris-
ing the bottom flange. The stresses in parentheses
shown for the webs are the values for the elements at
the opposite end of the web from the listed worst cas~
values. A negative sign indicates compression.
Examination of the table shows that in the flexur-
ally critical midspan region the local longitudinal
bending stress in the bottom flange (ox= 1.08 MPa [157
psi) may be as high as 35 percent of the primary direct
bending stress in the flange (f x =3.11 MPa [451 psi])
while the transverse local bending stress (Oy=1.20 MPa
[174 psi]), with no direct stress counterpart, may reach
40 percent of the longitudinal primary bending stress.
The negligible local twisting shear stress compares t'o
zero direct shear stress since the shear and torque are
zero at midspan under a uniform distributed load and
torque.
If linear elastic behavior is assumed up to first
cracking, these figures would suggest that the local
bending of the box walls may advance the appearance of
the first transverse flexural crack, or reduce the total
load at which it occurs, by as much as 35 percent. The
figures for transverse local stresses indicate that
longitudinal cracking would not be an expected failure
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mechanism for beams having these typical proportions.
Although the aggravating influence of the local longi-
tudinal stress is of some concern since this phenomenon
cannot be included in the formulation of the inelastic
layered bridge model, the concern is mitigated by two·
factors: first, the present analysis, as stated previ-
ously, exaggerates the ma~ni'tude of local bending over
what would likely exist under field loadings in a bridge
beam having a stiffening deck and midspan diaphragm in
place; and second, the local tensile bending stress
diminishes rapidly and in fact changes to compression on
the inner surface of the flange. Thus, any premature
cracking that may be induced by the superposition of
local stresses on primary stresses would tend to be
superficial and self-arresting. Stated another way, the
average local bending stress over the thickness of the
plate is zero, and the accuracy of the inelastic bridge
model, which would neglect the local stress in the
interest of capturing global response, should be
unaffected except for a possible overestimate of the
load at which first cracking is predicted.
Examination of Table 3 for the shear-critical end
region shows the highest local twisting-induced shear
stress in the web (0.53 MPa [77 psi]) to be about 17
percent of the primary shear stress caused by the
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primary flexural and torsional shear resultants at that
section (3.06 MPa [444 psi]). The local-to-primary
ratio of shear stress is higher in the flange, but the
combined total in the flange is lower, and therefore,
the web is critical. These numbers imply that cross
sectional distortion may hasten shear (diagonal tension)
cracking by as much as 17 percent in the end regions of
an isolated beam which contains no end block and has a
directly loaded top flange surface. In practice, the
distortion can be expected to be much less, and in any
case, the shear stresses that result from twisting dis-
tortion of box walls actually add to the primary shears
over only half the wall thickness. Thus, any premature
cracking induced by distortion could be expected to be
superficial and self-arresting, and consideration of the
primary shear shresses alone should be an adequate and
simple predictor of imminent shear failure.
Since the proposed inelastic model does not include
shearing deformations in its beam element stiffness for-
mulation, it is unable to directly simulate shear fail-
ures of any kind- even those involving only the primary
effects. However, by post-calculating both the flexural
and torsional shear stresses from equilibrium considera-
tions, the model is able to sense a shear condition
signaling the limit of validity of the flexural model.
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2.3 Hazleton Bridge - Elastic Analysis
In this third and final phase of the preliminary
elastic studies, a three-dimensional finite element
model was developed and used to investigate the complete
response of an actual bridge under realistic loadings/
The specific objective was to validate the negligibility
of the effects of torsion in bridge box beams on the
planar bending and flexural failure mode assumptions
that are implicit in the inelastic layered beam element
formulation.
2.3.1 Finite Element Model
The Hazleton Bridge is a five-beam spread box beam
bridge which had been field tested as part of a research
program for which an objective was to ontain improved
experimental load distribution factors under static and
dynamic truck loads (27,41). Measured deflections and
moment distribution coefficients calculated from multi-
~le strain gage readings on the beams are used in the
present study to verify the accuracy of the 3-D SAP4
elastic finite element model. This model could then
serve as an analytical surrogate for the prototype dur-
ing subsequent development of the inelastic model. For
example, particular response parameters for which field
measurements had not been taken, such as beam torsion
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and deck stresses, but which could be taken directly or
easily calculated from the finite element results, would
be assumed to represent the response of the prototype.
Figure 12 shows the actual and idealized cross
section of the bridge as well as the centerlines of tHe
four designated lanes in which the test vehicle was
run. Figure 13 'shows the ,bridge elevation and test
vehicle data and also indicates the longitudi~al posi-
tion of the test vehicle which provides maximum static
moment at Section M. Figure 14 depicts the overall
finite element discretization of the bridge. This
figure is based on an automatic plotting program (27)
which uses actual input data for a SAP4 finite element
analysis. The model is a three-dimensional assemblage
of planar elements representing the slab, box beam
walls, and internal diaphragms of the bridge. All
elements are SAP4 Type 6 elements in which both biaxial
bending and in-plane displacement fields are included.
The·diaphragms normally cast between the beams at
midspan and at the ends of beam-slab bridges have been
omitted in this model. The primary reason was to main-
tain comparable geometry to the proposed inelastic
model which, at the present stage of development, is
not configured to include them. A secondary but very
practical reason for omitting the diaphragms was to
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keep the bandwidth of the global stiffness matrix small
enough to permit use of the model in many separate
analyses at reasonable cost in computer time and cen-
tral memory. Omitting these diaphragms is justified
primarily on the basis of several previous research
-
studies (42, 43, 44) which have concluded that the ben-
eficial load-distributing ,effect of such diaphragms is
minimal, particularly at higher load levels for
laterally distributed loads. Further evidence support-
,. I ing this conclusion is provided in the following section
where the accuracy of this model's simulation of the
field test results is presented and discussed.
The provision of two plate elements in the free
span of deck between box beams permitted the modeled
deck to exhibit either concave, convex, or reverse
curvature bending in this region (see Figure ISh; Figure
15 shows the various cross sectional discretizations of
the Hazleton Bridge used in the elastic as well as
inelastic models). An even finer mesh, say three
elements between beams, would have allowed slab stresses
to be monitored with more precision; however, such a
step would have increased the number of degrees of free-
dam in the model by nearly 15 percent (with an even
greater increase in computer solution time) but would
likely have done little to improve the deflection
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accuracy of the overall bridge model, especially as it
affects the bending and twisting displacements of the
beams. Moreover, such a step would have adversely
increased the aspect ratio of the plate elements from
2.35 to 3.53.
The provision of two plate elements, rather than
one, across the, flanges of each box beam was necessary
only to accommodate later experimentation with torsion
elements and equivalent I-beam bridges; since the com-
bined deck and flange thickness in this region gives
these elements very high stiffness, it is unlikely that
a significant and useful curvature variation would' be
captured by this two-element mesh.
The curb of the bridge w~s modeled with a thicken-
ed slab element outside each exterior beam, while the
parapet itself was neglected in the model (see Figure
ISh).
As in the previously discussed model of the Penn
State beam no attempt was made to simulate prestressing
in the beams. since the purpose of the study involved
only elastic behavior and relative stresses and their
resultants produced by live loads.
Simple support conditions were realistically simu-
lated by restraining vertical and horizontal transla-
tional DOF of the bottom nodes at one end of each beam
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and restraining only vertical translation at the cor-
responding nodes at the other end. Although St. Venant
torsional behavior was presumed for the beams, a par-
tial restraint against warping would be provided in the
prototype and finite element model due to the flexural
•
rigidity of the internal endblocks (shaded in Figure
14) The same en~ blocks also prevent cross sectional
distortion in the end regions while the internal
midspan diaphgrams perform this function at midspan.
2.3.2 Model Verification
The first step in verifying the finite element
model consisted. of comparing the total static bridge
moment at section M (Figure 13) with the computed moment
calculated by integrating the first moment of the SAP4
output stresses over the entire cross section of the
(
bridge. Table 4 shows the total integrated moment
stress resultant for each lane position of the truck as
compared to the theoretical static moment which was 1169
kN-m (10346 in-K) regardless of truck lane. Also shown
is the integrated axial force on the bridge compared to
the zero axial force calculated by statics. At most the
integrated moment errs from the total static moment by
1.3 percent (truck in lane 2), while the integrated
whole~bridge axial force has a maximum computed value of
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0.13 kN (30 Ibs). Because the finite element method can
only approximate the true behavior of a continuum, some
error is expected, especially in the computed stresses
since they' are derived from the primary displacement
results. For the relatively course discretization used
in this particular bridge model, the very small devia-
tion of the finite element results from the theoretical
statical values is indicative of unusually good
accuracy.
Additional model parameters that were compared
with field test values for the purpose of model verifi-
cation were the vertical deflection of the beams at
midspan and the moment distribution coefficients, i.e.,
the proportion of total bridge moment carried by a beam
and its associated deck.
Figure 16 compares the field measured midspan beam
deflections with those predicted by the SAP4 model for
the indicated lane position of the test vehicle.
Ag'reement is seen to be excellent for all beams for all
loadings. The model and test deflection data on which
Figure 15 is based are found in Table 5.
Plots of the moment distribution coefficients for
each of the four truck lanes are shown in Figure 17.
The field test values are based on beam moments which
had been calculated using the beam formula from stresses
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that were based on strain gage readings. The model-
derived values are based on the actual integrated moment
stress resultant for each beam and its associated slab
segment. Although test and model results generally cor-
respond quite well, the latter tends to underestimate,
the fraction of the total moment carried in the most
heavily loaded beams, particularly with the truck posi-
tioned in lanes 1 or 2. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy is the inability of the. method used in the
field test report to account for shear lag in the deck
caus·ing non-proportionate axial resultants to appear in
the various beams, and thereby throwing off the neutral
axis, effective width, and ultimately moment coefficient
-':ca!'culations. Another important parameter which was not
fully taken into account in the interpretation of the
field test results, nor in the present finite element
model, was the contribution of the parapet and its like-
ly effect of drawing moment to the exterior beams, par-
ticularly for lane land 2 loadings. Uncertainties
related to this phenomenon could likewise be a source of
discrepancy between the model and test results for
moment coefficients.
2.3.3 Significance ~ Torsion in Box Bridge Beams
The proposed inelastic model treats beams as a
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series of one-dimensional flexural-axial elements.
Transverse shearing deformations have been neglected as
have twisting and out-af-plane deformations which are
assumed to. be small enough so that they do rtot invali-
date the essential first order symmetric bending theory.
Consistent with this is the further assumption that the
material of each layer making up a beam -element is able
to experience elastic or inelastic behavior in uniaxial
compression or tension only, implying that only a purely
flexural failure mode can be simulated. The validity of
these assumptions has been adequately demonstrated
through test verification for the original inelastic
model (4). In this model torsion had been neglected
altogether and applications were therefore restricted to
analysis of I-beam or T-beam superstructures. However,
in the proposed model, which specifically recognizes the
role of beam torsion in overall bridge response, it was
considered necessary to investigate how closely the beam
behavior may actually conform to first order bending
theory.
The first of three analyses conducted to address
this issue involved examining the internal torque and
bending moment present in the box bridge beams under
various loads. They have been computed and are examined
relative to each other and also relative to their
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corresponding cracking values.
Beam torques were computed from the finite element
displacement results by applying the St. Venant rela-
tionship of Equation 2.13 to the average twist rates
which were obtained by applying a simple differencing~
procedure to nodal deflections. Beam moments as a func-
tion of length"were obtained by multiplying the finite
element-based distribution coefficients for each beam by
the total static bridge moment existing at cross sec-
tions corresponding to axle load locations.
Table 6 presents torque-to-bending moment ratios
(TIM) occurring in each beam for each load case. The
tabulated values for each case are those occurring" in
the adjacent-to-midspan beam segment that exhibited the
largest torque. Sections near the midspan are of
primary concern here because it is the midspan region
where bending failures will initiate and where excessive
torsion could alter the mode of failure and thus invali-
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exceed 0.02 in the bending-critical middle 20 percent of
any beam under any load case.
The literature contains the results of many failure
tests of plain, reinforced and prestressed concrete
beams under varying ratios of torque, shear, and bending
moment (e.g., 14, 17, 19, 20). One of the common
date the model. The table shows that TIM values nowhere
findings among all the researchers was that at some
threshold T/M, the observed mode of failure, involving
cracking and/or crushing of concrete and yielding of
steel, was consistent with symmetric bending theory
alone; i.e., shear and torsion had a negligible effec~
on the mechanism of the failure or on the ultimate
moment producing it. The TIM marking the upper limit of
a so-called "mode 1" failure has been reported to be in
the range of 0.15 to 0.33 depending on the investigator
and 0 not her d i v e r s e f act 0 r s sue has the sec t ion s hap 'e ,
concrete strength, reinforcement type and amount, and
prestress.
Relating this beam research back to the present
investigation, it can be inferred that with a maximum
TIM value of less than 0.02 occurring in any beam of
the Hazleton Bridge, the vulnerability of the midspan
region to anything but a mode 1 failure is remote.
Even for bridge geometries and loadings likely to pro-
duce larger TIM values (wide bridges, large beam spac-
ing, oddly placed concentrated loads), it is unlikely
that the ratio would ever exceed the minimum mode 1
limiting value of 0.15.
The above discussion adequately justifies the use
of a flexural failure model for the bending-critical
middle portion of the beams. However, a remaining
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question is whether torsion and shear near the ends of
and the following paragraph address this question.
moot the discussion of flexural failure at midspan and
The fo.ur plots in Figure 18 correspond to the worst
Figure 18
The curves are
the beams may lead to the initial cracking thus making
model for each of the four load cases.
largely invalidating the basic formulation.
case beam (the beam with ~he highest end torque) in the
longitudinal plots of the ratio of beam torque to ini-
tial cracking torque (TITer) and bending moment to
initial cracking moment (M/Mer). The cracking values
were hand calculated assuming a prestress distribution
-
in accordance with PENNDOT beam specifications (29).
Note that for all cases the bending moment ratio M/Mcr
at midspan is greater than the torque ratio TITer at the
ends. This suggests that for this example at least,
flexural cracking at midspan would initiate before tor-
siona1 shear cracking at the ends. It is possible, how-
ever, that for certain bridge geometries the reverse
could be true, especially when flexural shear is added
to torsional shear in one of the stems of each beam.
vision for sensing such a condition; i.e., it must be
The inelastic bridge model must therefore include a pro-
able to sense the limits of its own validity. This
topic is addressed further in Section 3.5.
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The fin~l elastic analysis involving the Hazleton
Bridge was done to verify the negligibility of twisting
deformations as they might affect the use of first
order planar bending theory to describe the flexure of
equivalent I-beam model of Hazleton Bridge was develop-
ed. The rationale behind this was to compare beam
twists in the box beam bridge with those in an I-beam
bridge for which the negligibility of twisting deforma-
tions had already been demonstrated through extensive
field test verification using program BOVA (4). The
SAP4 equivalent I-beam model used the same nodes as the
box beam model, but converted the box beams to
flexurally equivalent I-beams by moving the two stems of
the box into the center forming one double-thick web
element (see Figure 14c). The result was a bridge with
I-beams having the same major axis flexural rigidity as
the box beams but only about five percent of the
torsional rigidity.
Figure 19 presents comparative longitudinal plots
of the angle of twist of the center beam while the sim-
ulated test vehicle is in lane 2. The selection of
this beam and load case corresponds to the largest
twisting deformations observed.
Note that except for a very small region near the
ends, the equivalent I-beam bridge model exhibits
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significantly higher angles of twist than the box model
- 80 percen~ higher at the midspan. This suggests that
the beams in spread box beam bridges actually' conform
more closely to ideal, planar bending than do those of
flexurally equivalent I-beam bridges. Since neglectipg
the possible second order effects of twisting and out-
of-plane bending had been well justified for the
latter, it can be assumed to be an even safer assump-
tion in the present case.
2.4 Summary
This chapter has presented analyses and data sup-
porting the principal assumptions that were essential to
developing the analytical scheme of the inelastic box
beam bridge model. The key analytical tools used to
demonstrate three dimensional elastic beam and bridge
behavior were continuum type elastic finite element
models employing three-dimensional assemblages of plate
bending/plane stress elements to represent bridge or
beam components.
The specific issues that were resolved and their
importance to the development of the proposed model, are
summarized below:
1) The twisting response of concrete box beams with
proportions typically found in spread box beam-slab
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bridges is adequately described by the St. Venant rela-
tionship alone. Deviations from this ideal may be
exhibited near warping-restrained ends which may result
in slight understatement of torsional stiffness of end
elements in the proposed inelastic model.
2) Cross sectional distortion of box beams, though
present, will have a negligible effect on the twisting
response of beams and on the overall bending response of
the superstructure. If internal end blocks and midspan
diaphragms are absent from bridge beams, local bending
stresses may advance the onset of initial flexural
cracks but should not affect the ultimate strength of
the individual beams or bridge.
3) Torsional moments developed in box bridge beams
in regions of high bending moment are not high ,enough to
...,~.
alter the mode 1 (flexural) failure assumed in the
model.
4) Torsional moments at end regions are not likely
to lead to shear failure (mode 3) before flexural crack-
ing has begun in high bending moment regions. This is
expected to be true for most typical bridge plans; how-
ever, for some configurations combining large bridge
width, wide beam spacing and a concentrated eccentric
load, an end failure in shear may initiate prior to any
flexura'l failure. Such an occurrence - though not
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necessarily serious to the subsequent performance of the
structure since it represents a classic case of 80-
called compatibility torsion - would invalidate the
piecewise linear St. Venant model for the affected tor-
sion elements and any subsequent load increments to tke
bridge would result to some extent in spurious results.
Consequently, the BOVABOX program must be capable of
sensing this condition and stopping the simulation when
it occurs.
5) Torsional deformations are small enough to be
uncoupled mathematically from the primary bending action
of the beams, thus preserving the validity of the first
order bending theory used in the beam element formula-
tion and permitting simulation of beam torsional stiff-
ness with separate pure torsion elements.
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3. THE INELASTIC BOX BEAM BRIDGE MODEL -
-- --- ----
3.1 Introduction
DEVELOPMENT AND ELASTIC VERIFICATION
the proposed inelastic modeling scheme for box beam
It remains to be demonstrated, however, that
The analytical studies discussed in Chapter 2
bridges.
Bernoulli beam theory and St. Venant torsion theory to
established the general applicability of first order,·
the basic concept introduced in Chapter 1 of represent-
ing box beams with I-beams and separate torsion elements
will result in a reliable and practical model for simu-
lating overall bridge response.
This chapter presents the development and verifi-
cation, for loads in the elastic range, of the finite
element model employing this scheme. The initial test-
ing and evaluation of the basic torsion element concept
used the existing SAP4 elastic three-dimensional models
of Hazleton Bridge; subsequently, the scheme was incor-
porated into the inelastic formulation and coded into
program BOVABOX.
Post-elastic (overload) analysis of box beam
bridges and limited parametric studies using the fully
developed model are presented in Chapter 4.
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3.2 Preliminary Experimentation Using SAP4 Models
The purpose in testing the torsion element concept
with the SAP4 models before proceeding with the full
development of the inelastic model was to take advan-
tage of the efficiency and convenience of the conven-.
tional finite element package. The menu of element
types, the relative ease of modifying loads and model
configurations" and the lower execution cost of a pro-
gram designed for a single finite element solution
enabled the author to experiment extensively and to
establish that the concept had sufficient potential to
warrant the major developmental effort requ~red for the
inelastic model.
Although the SAP4 bridge model contained signi-
ficant differences from the proposed inelastic model
- i.e., it was comprised of a three-dimensional assem-
blage of plate bending/plane stress finite elements as
opposed to the proposed model's two-dimensional grid of
plate bending/plane stress elements stiffened by
eccentric one-dimensional beam elements - the essential
composite action of the beam and slab in the bridge
response was captured in both models in much the same
way. This was particularly important so that any
inaccuracies or unwanted effects that may have been
introduced by placing the locus of beam torsional
7 1
stiffness into the plane of the slab would be reflected
in the response. Additionally, since the verified SAP4
box beam surrogate model of the Hazleton Bridge was
already developed and available it represented a
logical and accurate tool for the initial evaluation vf
the torsion element concept.
Two different torsion element configurations were
initially evaluated. Both configurations were based on
the equivalent I-beam model of Hazleton Bridge,
discussed at the end of Chapter 2, in which the two box
beam stems have been combined to form a double thick
central web, producing an I-section having identical
moment of inertia as the box section but retaining only
about five percent of the torsional rigidity. A cross
section of a portion of this~configuration is shown in
Figure 15c and labeled as "SAP IV-I. n
In the first torsion element arrangement to be
evaluated a single row of elements was inserted along
the node line running down the centerlines of each
beam. The torsion elements consisted of SAP4 Type 2
beam elements in which all flexural and· axial section
properties were assigned zero values while the tor-
sional rigidity was specified according to:
( 3 .1)
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where t = subscript attributing property to a torsion
element
Gc = elastic shear modulus of the beam concrete
JBOX~ torsion constant calculated for box
section
Jr = torsion constant calculated for equivalent
I section
The second alternative arrangement of torsion
elements consisted of three rows of elements inserted
along the node lines corresponding to the centerline
and outer edges of each beam flange. For this con-
figuration the torsional rigidity assigned to each
element was:
( 3 • 2)
Models of the Hazleton Bridge with each of these
torsion element configurations as well as the tor-
sionally unstiffened equivalent I-beam model and the
original three-dimensional box beam model were each
subjected to a modified AASHTO (45) lane load (minus
the concentrated load) placed over the second beam from
the right (Beam B). The resulting midspan beam deflec-
tions generated by each of the equivalent I-beam models
are shown in comparison with those of the full box beam
model (dashed lines) in ~igure 20.
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For the torsional1yunstiffened case (Figure 20a),
note first the clear evidence of smaller transverse
deflects about ten percent more than the corresponding
box beam while the far exterior I-beam deflects almos~
ten percent less. indicating less effective lateral
distribution of, moment. Note also that the twist
angles in the I-beams tend to be greater than those of
the corresponding box beams to accommodate the
increased transverse dishing of the bridge cross sec-
tion.
superstructure stiffness. The I-beam under the load
Figure 20b shows the results of t~e configuration
using the single central torsion element. The effect
of the added torsion elements shows up as the torsional
stiffening of each beam (as evidenced by reduced twist
angles) and the general longitudinal stiffening of the
bridge (as evidenced by reduced vertical deflection of
the entire bridge cross section). But the relative
deflection of the loaded beam as compared to those not
directly loaded resembles the torsionally unstiffened
results; that is, the lateral distribution of moment
does not appear to have been materially affected.
Overall) the influence of the single torsion element)
though noticeable and significant, is somewhat
ambiguous. Based on these results) the single torsion
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element arrangement did not appear to be a reasonable
scheme for simulating the box beam torsional stiffness.
The configuration using three torsion elements
(Figure 20c) produced quite a different result and one
which exhibited the intended effect. Note that
individual beam deflections and twist angles have both
been brought into near congruence with those of the
actual box beam model. The maximum beam deflection
error is about three percent for the directly loaded
beam. The error in midspan twist angle for the most
highly torqued center beam has been reduced from 77
percent in the torsionally unstiffened case; to 16 per-
cent. These results suggest that the three torsion
e 1 eme n teo n fig u rat· ion may b e a n ace e pta b 1e box b e a m
substitute.
The apparent superiority of the three element con-
figuration as compared to the configuration using a
single central torsion element may be largely attri-
buted to the fact that with three elements the tor-
sional stiffness of the beam has been effectively
"smeared" over the same width of superstructure as
actually occupied by the beam.
On the basis of these preliminary results the
author proceeded with model development assuming the
three element arrangement is probably close to optimal
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for most real, spread box beam bridge geometries. In
addition, this arrangement (limiting the number of tor-
sion elements to three) represents a practical upper
bound "from the standpoint of total degrees-af-freedom
in the model. Even if four or five torsion elements,·
for example, should result in slightly improved
accuracy, the additional solution time and computer
core memory requirements may not be justified. How-
ever, the question of the true optimal number of tor-
sion elements and its possible relationship to beam
width and spacing remains open. Further research is
warranted but is beyond the scope of the present work.
"Additional analyses were performed with the three-
element configuration in comparison with the full box
beam model. Specifically, comparisons were made of
moment distribution coefficients, beam torques, and
transverse normal stresses occurring at the top surface
of the slab. Figures 21 through 23 show the close
agreement between the two models for each of these
important and disparate response parameters. These
figures also include for comparison the corresponding
parameters from the torsionally unstiffened I-beam
model to show that adding the torsion elements in the
three-abreast arrangement has, in fact, profoundly
changed the bridge response in the intended manner.
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3.3 Development ~ BOVABOX
The modification of the inelastic analytical form-
ulation and the development of the BOVABOX program
along similar lines to the SAP4 trial models described
above proceeded in three steps. The first involved
deciding on a configuration for an equivalent I-beam
bridge model with Hazleton Bridge proportions that
would be compatable with the basic inelastic formula-
tion. This basic configuration would have to be suit-
able for accepting the modifications needed to simulate
box beam bridge response and box beam stresses. The
second step consisted of accomplishing the necessary
modifications and extensions to the original BOVA pro-
gram itself so that it could accept and process data
for a spread box beam bridge and automatically invoke
modified routines that incorporate simulated beam tor-
sional stiffness. This phase also included developing
a new routine for calculating combined torsional and
flexural shear in beam elements to determine if a shear
failure may be imminent. The third step consisted of
developing and incorporating into the model a method by
which the torsional stiffness of each torsion element
would exhibit an appropriate post-elastic degradation.
The following sections treat each of these three
phases of developmental work.
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3.3.1 Representation of Box Beams As Twin
I-beams
It will be recalled from Section 3.2 that the SAP4
pilot model with which the torsion element concept was
first tried, contained a single flexurally equivalent.
I-beam in place of each box beam. Plate elements~
representing the top and bottom flanges were unchanged
from the box beam model while the two box beam webs had
been combined into a single central web of double
thickness. With torsion elements inserted in the
three-abreast arrangement, this equivalent I-beam
representation yielded excellent agreement with the box
model.
In considering an equivalent I-beam configuration
suitable for similarly converting the inelastic
analytical model to a version capable of box beam simu-
lation, two factors became important. First, overall
deflection response of the superstructure had to be as
well-represented as· possible, with as small an increase
as possible in total computational effort. Second, the
configuration selected had to facilitate the calcula-
tion and monitoring of shear stresses in the simulated
box beams. This latter requirement was necessary so
that an imminent shear failure may be recognized and
the necessary termination flags raised.
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To assess the suitability of the single stem equi-
val en·t I-be am conf igu ra t ion (F igu r e 15 d) ve rs us the
alternative of representing each box beam as a pair of
I-beams (each with half the flexural section properties
of the original box section; Figure 15e), a BOVA model
of ea~h type was developed. Resulting nodal deflec-
tions under a non-symmetric lane load were compared
with the corresponding deflections from the torsionally
unstiffened SAP4 equivalent I-beam model. Figure 24
depicts the results of the single I-beam BOVA configur-
ation (labeled BOVAIA) while Figure 25 is for the twin
I-beam BOVA configuration (BOVA2A). Neither curve
particularly resembles the SAP4-I result that has been
assumed here as the standard. Although slight diffe~­
ences between the two BOVA curves can be seen, neither
is a clearly superior candidate. The greater flexibil-
ity exhibited by both BOVA models compared to the SAP4
model is not unexpected in view of the inherent differ-
ences be~ween the SAP4 and BOVA finite element formula-
tions. Since the SAP4 model is comprised of plate ele-
ments for all section components, the small but not
insignificant torsional stiffness of the I-beams is
represented in the global response. Also, the SAP4
model combines the beam top flange and overlying deck
into a single pair of thickened plate elements; as a
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res u 1 t, the t ran s ve r s e £ 1 ex u r a 1 s't iff n e S S 0 f the b rid g e
deck is enhanced. Neither of these effects can be
represented in the BOVA model.
The inconclusive results of these initial trials
suggest that the single stem I-beam representation, by
virtue of the smaller computational and input prepara-
tion effort required might be the preferred candidate.
On the other hand are two overriding arguments
favoring' the twin-stem approach: 1) A single stemmed
I-beam configuration in the BOVA model would not place
the flexural stiffness in the bridge model where it
really lies in the prototype. This is impottant, par-
ticularly in relation to the transverse bending of the
slab. While the thickened and therefore, stiffened
slab elements over the beams in the SAP4 model in
effect provide elastic edge support for the free span-
ning slab elements between box beams, the BOVA scheme
would be unable to include a similar feature without
the undesirable compromise of giving up the identity of
the beam flange as an inherent part of the beam ele-
ment. This argues for placement of flexural stiffeners
(layered beam elements including top flange) under the
slab at each box stem location - i.e.) a twin I-beam
configuration. 2) An even more important argument
favoring the twin I-beam approach is the requirement to
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be able to calculate the maximum combined flexural and
torsional shear stress occurring anywhere in the beams,
with particular emphasis at the ends where shear may be
critical •. With a single stem the flexural shear calcu-
lated by the program for a given beam element would
represent some average of that which would occur in the
respective stems of the real box beam, but the tor~
sional shear stress corresponding to a clockwise or
counterclockwise shear flow. would be difficult to
handle since it needs to be added to the flexural shear
in one stem and subtracted in the other. Of the two
alternatives only a twin stem arrangement would permit
such a computation.
The decision was made, therefore, to proceed in
the development of the inelastic model, and the com-
puter program BOVABOX, using a twin I-beam representa-
tion for the two stems of each box beam. The two beams
will of course be torsionally stiffened by the three
associated torsion elements that are mathematically
fitted into the overlying slab.
3.3.2 Incorporation of Torsion Elements
Of the five degrees of freedom (Figure 3)
associated with each node in the basic layered bridge
model, recall that beam element stiffness had been
8 1
tionship is given by:
This definition is unchanged in the extended box beam
nodes I and J in the model, the element stiffness rela-
If a typical beam element connects
associated only with u, w. and 8 y ' corresponding to
major axis bending and axial shortening or extension.
e e
Fr kIr kIJ or
= (3.3)
FJ kJI kJJ oJ
lOxl lOXIO lOxl
where or and oJ are simply the 5xl displacement
analysis version.
vectors, corresponding to the degrees of freedom of
nodes I and J respectively~ For example,
.......
UI
vI
or = wI
eXI
8Y1
Also, FI is the corresponding elemental force vector.
Fu I
0
FwI
Fr = 0
My
I
The 5x5 submatrix kIl' for example, is populated
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with stiffness coefficients only in the first, third,
and fifth rows and columns, relating the nodal degrees
of freedom to the corresponding nodal forces that are
defined for the beam elements. Thus,
A 0 0 a sL L
a 0 a 0 0
kIfI E 0 a 12I 0 -61 ( 3 .4)= L3 L2
a 0 0 0 0
s 0 -61 0 4IL L2 L
where A, I, and S are respectively the axial, flexural,
and coupling elemental section constants calculated by
summing the area, second moment of area about reference
axis, and first moment of a,rea about reference axis of
the layers comprising the beam element. The Young's
modulus E is the weighted average tangent modulus of
the layers comprising the element at the end of the
prior load step solution procedure.
The stiffness relationship analogous to Equation
3.3, applicable to a slab element connecting four
generic nodes I, J, K and L in the model is given by
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eklr kIJ kIK kIt 01
FJ kJI kJJ kJK kJL oJ
= (3.5)
KK kKI kKJ kKK kKL oK
FL kLI kLJ kLK kKK °L
20xl 20x20 20xl
In equation 3.5. each 5x5 submatrix is fully populated
since all five nodal degrees of freedom are defined for
slab element displacements.
The element stiffness matrices in Equations 3.3
and 3.5 have been derived explicitly in References 2
and 4 respectively. In the case of the beam elements a
linear interpolation function was employed for the
axial displacement fields while a cubic polynominal was
employed for the vertical displacement field. For the
plate element the 12 term ACM displacement polynomial
(46) was used for the bending displacement field while
both in-plane displacements u and v were expressed as
four-term polynomials containing complete linear terms
plus the xy quadratic term.
With the notional insertion of St. Venant torsion
elements into the model came the need to generate cor-
responding element stiffness matrices. In the five
DOF-per-node global context, the torsion element stiff-
ness relationship for a typical element connecting
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nodes I and J would be given by,
0 e a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 uI
0 0 0 a a a a 0 0 0 0 vI
a 0 0 0 a a 0 a 0 a 0 wI
MXI 0 a a
GJ 0 0 0 a -GJ a eL L xI
0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 a e ( 3 .6)
". Yr=
0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 uJ
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 vJ
0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 wJ
MXJ 0 0 0
-GJ a 0 a 0 GJ a eXJ _L L
0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 eYJ
Note that although the torsional stiffness terms in
equation 3.6 relate back to box beam properties, the
degrees of freedom that they multiply (ex) are not
involved in the flexure of the beams, but only in the
biaxial flexure of the slab and, of course, the twist-
ing of the torsion elements themselves. This is the
finite element expression of the uncoupled torsional
behavior discussed in Chapter 2
Since Equation 3.6 has been derived from a linear
displacement function it provides for constant torque
within each element. Compatibility of ex rotations in
the torsion element and those in the slab element is
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enforced only at the nodes.
In Equation 3.6 the torsional constant J appearing
in the torsional stiffness terms is related to the St.
Venant torsional constant of the box section which must
be pre-calculated and provided by the analyst as input
data. Specifically, for each torsion element
( 3 .7)
where the t subscript and e superscript indicate tor-
sion element attributes. JBOX, which must be calcu-
lated and provided as input by the user is given,
by
JBOX = ( 2 .3)
The fact that the model configuration requires
three torsion elements for each pair of beam elements
(together comprising a IIbox beam element") accounts for
the division by 3 in Equation 3.7. The set-up, nodal
identification, beam element pair identification, and
stiffness matrix generation for each trio of torsion
elements is accomplished automatically by the computer
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program, BOVABOX, upon recognition of torsion constant
data that has been provided as additional input for
bridge beams.
The shear modulus G associated with the torsion
element stiffness is based on the known or assumed ini-
tial Young's modulus E for the beam concrete and on the
accumulated flexural stre~s existing in the beam
element layers following any load increment solution
procedure. The particular algorithm used to calculate
the tangent shear modulus is presented in Section 3.3.3
below.
Each of the element stiffness matrices· of Equa-
tions 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6 is regenerated following each
load increment based on the layer stresses existing at
that stage in the load-up. Using a differentiated
Ramberg-Osgood type stress-strain relationship to de-
fine the tangent modulus for the material of each layer
of each element, new elemental stiffnesses may be com-
puted prior to the next load increment. References 4
and 25 present this general procedure in detail and
also describe two solution options available in the
program. In the simpler option the tangent stiffness
is based on the preceeding solution and accumulated
stress and is used directly for the following 'load
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This method requires only oneincrement solution.
global solution per load increment but tends to produce
a load-deflection response above the true bridge res-
ponse. A small load step, decided upon by the analyst,
is necessa~y to keep this accumulating error within
employs iterative solutions within each load step until
two successive trial solu~lons are within a user-
reasonable bounds. The more sophisticated option
specified tolerance of each other, indicating the suc-
cessively refined stiffness used was the true one.
This option permits much larger load increments, more
rapid escalation into and progress through the post-
elastic regime and usually more efficient use of com-
puter resources. The load-deflection curve produced ,
however, is not as precisely defined.
The assembly of the elemental stiffnesses into the
global or structural stiffness matrix proceeds on a
node by node basis -according to the following relation-
ship:
e
[Kij] = r [kij]
e
(3-7a)
(3-7b)
Where the summation is carried ou~ over all beam, slab,
and torsion elements, and the individual element
stiffness terms kij relate the force at node i to the
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displacement at node j. The global stiffness term Kij
thus includes the contribution of all participating
elements.
3.3.3 Effect of Flexural Cracking on Torsional •
Stiffness
While the twin I-bea~ and torsion element scheme,
as discussed to this point, provides a means for
incorporating the torsional stiffness of box section
bridge beams into the avetall flexural response of the
superstructure, it does not yet account for possible
non-linear torsional behavior by the beams.
In order to discuss the non-linear torsional
behavior of concrete beams it is necessary to distin-
guish between two~distinct meanings that may be
attached to the term. In the first and usual inter-
pretation, non-linear torsional behavior refers to the
torque versus angle-of-twist relationship that is
exhibited when a member is loaded purely or primarily
in torsion and ultimately fails in a torsional mode.
The torsional mode of failure is characterized by
diagonal tension cracking of concrete followed by
yielding of transverse and longitudinal reinforcing
steel when present. Many investigators over the past
25 years have sought to characterize the torsion of
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concrete members within this basic context. Cowan
(47), Hsu (14, 15, 16), Zia (18, 19), Kemp (48),
Lampert (22), Collins (21), and Iyengar (20), among
others, have presented numerous theories and extensive
test data on the subject. Cracking strength and ulti~
mate torsional strength, with or without bending and/or
shear, has been' the princ~pal focus of much of the
research. Torsional stiffness, before and after tor-
sional cracking, has also been addressed, and with the
fairly recent work by Lampert (22) and Collins and
Mitchell (21) has been substantially rationalized.
Relatively little attention had been paid during
the course of this work to prestressed hollow box sec-
tions, presumably and understandably because such sec-
tions - used primarily as bridge beams - are notably
strong in torsion, usually loaded primarily in bending,
and therefore not in great need of scrutiny from a tor-
sional viewpoint.
However, the present investigation, in focusing on
the influence of beam torsional stiffness on bridge
flexure, clearly requires that this precise issue be
addressed. Specifically, the analytical model on which
BOVABOX is based requires a rational scheme that pro-
vides for degradation in the torsionally uncracked tor-
sional stiffness of a box beam as it progressively
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fails 1n flexure. Of the studies cited above, only
that of Iyengar (20) touched upon this issue. He pro-
posed that a reduced GJ for a solid rectangular rein-
forced section be evaluated when the beam is at 90 per-
cent of its theoretical ultimate flexural moment; he
assumed a linear variation from the initial GJ to this
reduced value. Iyengar modified both the torsion con-
stant J based on the remaining uncracked portion of the
section and also the shear modulus G based on the
secant modulus E' of the concrete. Unfortunately, this
c
approach is incompatable with the present scheme for
two reasons: first, it assumes a three part piecewise
linear torque-twist relationship based on a pre-
calculated ultimate beam flexural strength, while what
the present model actually needs is a continuously
torsion constant for the cracked section is calculated
varying GJ based on the current flexural state of the
beam, whatever it may be, during a global simulation of
Second, Iyengar's reducedthe entire bridge response.
using the membrane analogy for a rectangular section of
reduced depth; in the case of a hollow box beam, if a
flexural crack extended through the bottom flange into
the webs, Iyengar's approach would result in a sharp
discontinuity in torsional stiffness as the concrete
section transitioned from closed to open - a phenomenon
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which is not supported by any experimental evidence
and which does not account for the continuance of shear
transfer (via friction, aggregate interlock, and dowel
action of steel) across a flexural crack.
As a result of these shortcomings the author has·
elected to employ a simple computational scheme, com-
patable with the layered Qeam element concept, which
though not fully representative of the actual complex
phenomenon, nevertheless provides for a continuous
degradati~n in torsional siffness that depends on the
current degree of flexural damage at any given load
stage. The following assumptions must be made.
a) The flexural (normal) stress alone determines
the position on the stress-strain curve and
therefore the tangent modulus Et for any beam
layer after any load increment.
b) E tThe relationship Gt = 2(1+v) defines the
tangent shear modulus during any given load
increment.
c) Poisson's ratio v is constant - i.e. not
stress dependent and for normal concrete can
be taken as 0.15.
d) The torsion constant J for the concrete box
section remains constant despite flexural
cracking; i.e. the closed section character is
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preserved by the action of the bonded steel
torsion box and aggregate interlock.
e) Reinforcing and prestressing steel do not
contribute, per se, to torsional stiffness.
The torsional rigidity of the tth box beam
"element" (represented by twin beam finite elements)
following the k th load increment is thus given by
(GJ)~
where
m
E Ai
i=l 8
( 3 .8)
.t = box beam "element" number identified by its
two component beam elements (s = 1,2)
Ai = area of beam layer i
Ei = tangent modulus of layer i following load step k
m = total number of concrete layers in beam elements
It follows then that for anyone of the three
individual torsion elements associated with a par-
ticular pair of beam elements (comprising a box beam
"element tt ) the torsional stiffness term used for the
next load increment solution 1s given by
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where
k+l
K
tj
k
1 (GJ),t
= 3 LR, ( 3 .9)
j = 1,2,3 ,corresponding to the three torsion
elements associated with the tth pair of beam
,
elements
Lt = length, of box beam "element" .t
In simple terms, Equation 3.8 states that the tor-
siona1 rigidity of a box beam "element" is proportional
to the average tangent shear modulus prevailing
throughout the section. The latter is assumed propor-
tional to the average tangent Young's ~odulus
prevailing in the two beam stems comprising the box
beam uelement." This is of course dependent only on
the state of (flexural) stress "existing in each beam
element layer determined from the previous load step
solution.
When an individual concrete beam layer cracks in
tension or crushes in compression, as determined by
comparing its current stress level with user-supplied
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cracked or crushed within any given segment length.
torsional stiffness up until all concrete layers are
It can thus
be seen that Equations 3.8 and 3.9 provide for non-zero
strength values, that layer's modulus Et goes to zero
for the succeeding stiffness calculations.
other hand, torsion elements near the ends of the
beams, where flexural stresses are very small, will
essentially retain their full initial GJ throughout the
simulation. This is entirely consistent with accepted
theory which holds that under pure torsion GJ remains
essentially constant until torsional cracking occurs.
Although the present model is unable to include
inelastic torsion in the torsionally cracked context,
This state of damage represents a point beyond the
ultimate strength of the beam. If the torsion elements
alone contributed stiffness to the ex DOF then a zero
d i ago n ale 1 e m.e n tin the g lob a 1 s t 1 f f n e ssm a t r 1 x Vi 0 u 1 d
occur when the first box beam "elements" reached this
total damage condition, causing subsequent attempts to
solve the finite element equations to fail. However,
the slab elements also contribute to these global
stiffness terms and are able to maintain non-zero
stiffness conditions very near to bridge ultimate.
The actual effect of this torsional stiffness
degradation scheme on overall superstructure response
turns out to be relatively small, since those elements
whose torsional stiffness is significantly degraded by
flexural cracking in the course of an overload simula-
tion are typically the same elements that are carrying
On thethe smallest torques, i.e., those near midspan.
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it must and does include provisions to sense impending
shear cracking at which point the simulation can be
considered to have reached the limit of its validity.
3.4 Verification of Model in Elastic Range
Verificatipn of the box beam bridge simulation
scheme was accomplished by comparing results of BOVABOX
simulations carried out on the Hazleton Bridge model
with field measurements taken on the prototype under
the same loading conditions and with finite element
results taken from the accurate SAP4 elastic surrogate
model of the bridge. Although the accuracy of the
scheme was demonstrated only in the service load range
for which an entirely elastic response was exhibited,
the results were such that the model could reasonably
be expected to provide meaningful and reliable results
for ov~rload (post-elastic) simulations (Chapter 4).
An initial trial of the working BOVABOX program
was accomplished with the purpose of demonstrating that
the torsion element concept in fact resulted in the
intended transverse stiffening effect, as it previously
had done in the SAP4 three-dimensional elastic model.
This is illustrated in Figure 26 which depicts the mid-
midspan deflection profile produced by the BOVABOX twin
I-beam configuration, with and without torsion elements
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in place.' The transverse stiffening effect and
enhanced load distribution among the beams are readily
apparent in the curve representing the torsionally
stiffened model.
A second preliminary analysis was conducted to
examine the effect of including prestressing steel lay-
ers and pre-imposing the ~ppropriate concrete prestress
and dead load response, since analyses up to this point
assumed homogeneous concrete beams and live loads only.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 27 which compares
the results of two Hazleton Bridge simulations - one
with homogeneous concrete beams (with arbitrarily high
tensile strength specified to preclude automatic simu-
lation of cracking) and one with concrete having proper
compressive and tensile strength properties but also
including the design prestress, the dead load stresses,
and an added layer of prestressing steel. Not
unexpectedly, the comparative results show little
difference in midspan live load deflection, supporting
the usual supposition that the elastic live load
deflection response of uncracked reinforced or pre-
stressed concrete beams is adequately approximated by
using gross section properties and concrete elastic
material properties. On the' other hand, it is
significant to note that the slight stiffening in the
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elastic response that should be caused by the addition
of steel is· in fact duly reflected in these results.
Elast.ic verification runs consisted of simulations
with the 333 kN (74.8 Kip) test truck positioned
laterally in each of the four designated lanes used ih
the field test (26), and longitudinally so as to pro-
duce maximum static bridg~ moment. The results of
these runs are presented in three groups as follows:
1) Figures 28 through 31 show the midspan deflection
profiles for each of the four load cases and include
for comparision the field test beam deflections as well
as the SAP4 box model results previously shown; 2)
Figure 32 shows the beam moment distribution coeffi-
cients corresponding to each load case, and again
includes the field test values as well as those derived
f,rom the SAP4 elastic model; 3) Figures 33 through 40
compare the internal beam torques from the BOVABOX sim-
ulations versus those derived from the SAP4 model simu-
lations. For each load case torque plots have been
included only for those beams carrying the largest and
smallest torques to show the range of behavior repre-
sented.
The midspan deflection profiles, while qualita-
tively similar, reveal a consistent overestimation of
maximum deflection by the BOVABOX simulation as
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compared to the field-measured and SAP4 values.
Depending on the load case, the maximum error varies
from 28 to 39 percent. Smaller deviations are observed
for beams laterally distant fr'om the load. Although
the torsionally stiffened model exhibited significantly
less transverse dishing compared to the unstiffened
twin I-beam model, it has ,remained substantially more
flexible than either the prototype or the SAP4 three-
dimensional surrogate model.
Several factors can be identified which contribute
to this relative flexibility: First, the thickness of
beam top flanges is not incorporated into the slab
thickness in the appropriate regions; thus, a certain
amount of deck transverse flexural siffness is lost.
To thicken the deck over each beam would require sacri-
ficing (in the model) the true eccentricity of the beam
flanges and loss of accurate longitudinal flexural sim-
ulation. Second, the overall twisting of the actual
superstructure requires the beams to rotate about axes
other than their own individual shear center. axes,
resulting in some degree of minor axis bending. The
addition to overall structural stiffness contributed by
this effect is not representable in the BOVABOX scheme.
A closely allied phenomenon resulting in a missing com-
ponent of stiffness is the fact that in the BOVABOX
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scheme no means is available to laterally tie together
the bottom flanges of the paired I-beams to maintain
generally parallel beam stems. Instead the stems are
conceptually permitted to rotate freely and
individually, remaining perpendicular to the tangent of
the deck when viewed in cross section. This results in
a more flexible' transvers~ flexural response of the
superstructure. A third factor, which probably con-
tributes to the model's relative flexibility, is the
omission of the midspan diaphragm and its load distri-
buting influence. This influence has been shown to be
more pronounced in I-beam superstructures, the actual
configuration of the proposed model (43). A fourth
factor that suggests the likelihood of greater error in
the BOVABOX mod~l than in the SAP4 model is the more
sophisticated elements used in the latter formulation
(28, 46) plus the higher total degrees of freedom in
the SAP4 model (2376 vs. 1155).
The plots of moment distribution coefficients
(Figure 32) are consistent with the deflection results.
They also exhibit the effects of insufficient trans-
verse stiffness, as compared to the prototype and sur-
rogate model, by the fact that a slightly higher frac-
tion of total bridge moment is shown to be carried by
the beam or beams directly under the load and a smaller
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fraction carried by the beams farthest from the load.
The only exception to this trend is for load case 1 on
the exterior beam, and the explanation for this anomoly
lies in the previously discussed uncertainties sur-
rounding the behavior and contribution of the parapet
(Section 2.3.2). In general, however, the maximum
overestimation of moment distribution coefficient by
the BOVABOX results, when compared with experimental
values, was less than 4 percent.
The plots of internal beam torque (Figures 33
through 40) are also consistent with the previous re-
sults. The torque diagrams generated from the BOVABOX
analyses reflect the generally larger twist angles ex-
hibited by the beams as a result of the flexibility
discussed earlier. Nonetheless, both the BOVABOX model
and the SAP4 control model predict the same end of the
same beam as the section carrying the maximum torque in
all load cases.
Taken as a whole the results of the BOVABOX elas-
tic verification runs are somewhat disappointing. The
torsion element scheme, when applied within the con-
straints of the basic inelastic flexural formulation,
was unable to reproduce with great accuracy the impor-
tant response parameters of the prototype or of the
elastic surrogate model. However, two important
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observations may be made which put these results into a
more favorable perspective. First, the effect of the
inclusion of torsion elements, even in the inelastic
mod e 1, i s d ram a tic • When t h.8 res p 0 n s e 0 f the tor -
sionally stiffened twin I-beam bridge model is compar~d
to that of the unstiffened model (see Figure 26),
significant transverse st~ffening is observed: maximum
deflections are reduced, lateral distribution of moment
is improved, and beam twist angles are considerably
smaller. Second, the errors observed are without ex-
ception, conservative. Maximum deflections, maximum
beam moments and their distribution among the beams,
and maximum torques are invariably higher in the BOVA-
BOX simulation results than in either the prototype or
its finite element surrogate. At the same time, how-
ever, they are qualitatively similar and entirely con-
sistent in their relative proportions and variation
patterns. Thus, when the model is extended into the
post-elastic range, it can be reasonably expected that
predicted damage will occur at the right places but at
smaller total loads and/or higher total deflections.
Therefore~ the proposed analytical model should enable
the perceived advantages of box beam bridges to be sim-
ulated while preserving some confidence that the pre-
This
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dieted responses are a conservative ones.
observation is especially critical since there is cur-
rently no opportunity for post-linear elastic field
verification of ~he model. Confidence in predicted
results should be highest for the early post-elastic
behavior associated with most serviceability limits ahd
somewhat less if the model is taken to loads near the
collapse load of the structure.
3.5 Calculations of Torsional Shear Stresses
As discussed briefly in previous sections, the re-
quirement existed for the BOVABOX program to include
provisions for sensing and flagging critical shear con-
ditions in the beams. This was important for two rea-
sons: first, since shearing strains were not consid-
ered in the beam element formulation, when and if such
strains reach non-neglible magnitudes the basic plane
sections assumption governing that formulation may no
longer be valid; second, the torsion element formula-
tion which simulates beam torsional stiffness did not
include provisions for modeling inelastic (post-
cracking) torsional stiffness except for those torsion
elements associated with flexurally cracked beam ele-
ments. The post cracking strength and stiffness of
torsionally cracked box sections is a complex yet
tractable phenomenon (21), but one that is anathema to
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inclusion in the vertical layering scheme of the pro-
posed inelastic analytical model.
Therefore, a scheme has been devised and coded
into the computer program in which the direct (flex-
ural) shears and torsional shears are calculated and •
combined in each beam stem at the conclusion of the
finite element solution for each successive load incre-
ment. The principal stresses may then be calculated at
the vertical position of each beam stem layer; this
calculation includes the combined shear stress, the
prestress, and any flexural stresses developed up to
that stage of simulation. If the principal·tensile
stress falls within a specified tolerance of the ten-
sile rupture strength of the beam concrete the incre-
mental loading is stopped and the model must be a~umed
to have reached the limit of its applicability.
The determination of shear stresses is accom-
plished essentially as a postscript to the finite ele-
ment displacement solution, back substitution, and
layer stress accumulation computations. Direct shear
stresses are computed as an average horizontal shear
for each layer of each beam element based on equili-
brium of the portion of the beam below the layer in
question. A detailed description of this procedure is
presented in Reference 2.
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The torsional shear is calculated by first summing
the torques computed for the three torsion elements
associated with each pair of beam elements. Each ele-
ment torque is an average value over the element length
based on the difference in rotation between the elemefit
ends. This sum constitutes the average internal
e
torque, T , for' the notional ubox beam element U repre-
sented by the beam element pair and torsion element
trio. The average shear flow qe for the uelement" is
then calculated using the relationship for closed thin-
walled sections:
(3.10)
where Ao = the area enclosed by the midline of the box
section walls
Torsional shear stress is calculated for the two
box beam stems by dividing qe by the stem thickness.
Combined direct and torsional shear stress is calcu-
lated by adding the constant torsional component to the
varying direct shear component layer by layer for each
beam stem and using the associated prestresses and
flexural stress to obtain the principal stresses for
each layer. Of course, the same magnitude torsional
shear stress is subtracted from the direct shear in the
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opposite stem t thus accounting for the fact that tor-
sional shear acts clockwise or counterclockwise while
direct shear acts upwards or downwards in both stems.
In this model mild steel and prestressing layers
have been assumed to resist no shear, and shear
sian is inconsistent with,the usual assumption that
prior to cracking the concrete carries the entire
internal shear and torsion.
Calculations of combined shear and principal stress
calculations have been limited to stem (web) layers
since it was assumed that maximum combined shear values
(vertical) steel is not modeled at all. Neither omis-
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3.6 Summary and Discussion of Limitations
In this chapter it has been demonstrated, first
with the SAP4 elastic three-dimensional model and sub-
sequently with the proposed two-dimensional layered
model, that the overall flexural response of a beam-
slab superstructure with spread box beams can be ade-
quately simulated by treating the flexural and the tor-
sional stiffness of the beams as independent influences
on the structure. In the inelastic model, the flexural
component of beam stiffness is contained within one-
would not occur in the flanges.
by subsequent analyses.
This has been borne out
dimensional layered beam-column elements which may de-
fleet' and bend only about their major axes (in the ver-
tical plane). It was determined that two of these beam
elements, corresponding to the two stems of a segment of
the box beam, are best suited for the box beam formulA-
tian, although a single I-shaped beam composed of plate
bending/plane stress elem~nts was quite successful in
the preliminary efforts with the SAP4 elastic 3-D model.
The torsional component of beam stiffness was added to
the structural model by the insertion of three linear
torsional elements oriented longitudinally in the plane
of the slab over the centerline and flange corners of
each simulated box beam. The three torsion elements
share equally the St. Venant torsional rigidity (GJ) of
the box section.
This basic configuration resulted in remarkably
close agreement with field tests and with a SAP4 3-D box
beam model of the Hazleton Bridge when initially tested
using a SAP IV equivalent I-beam model. In the BOVABOX
2-D layered model the accuracy of the elastic response
was not nearly as good; however, the general effect of
the modification made to the equiv~lent I-beam configur-
tended, and the overall behavior of a box beam bridge
ation (adding the torsion elements) was clearly as in-
Quantitatively, the BOVABOX simulation
. .
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was captured.
results were conservative; they showed larger deflec-
t ions and h·ighe r s t re sse s in c r i tic a1 membe r s than
actually occur. Thus it was concluded that when the
model is e~tended into the post elastic range, it will
most likely yield useful results - 1.e., essentially •
correct failure mechanisms and propagation patterns but
at somewhat smaller loads,than the actual bridge would
able to carry.
A limitation of this torsion simulation scheme is
its inability, within the constraints of the mathemat-
ical formulation of the model, to simulate the post-
cracking torsional response in regions wher~ cracking
has been induced by dominant shearing stresses either
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the event a shear failure in one of the beams is sensed
as imminent, the simulation can be shut down. In-plane
shear in the slab is fully modeled and unaffected by
this I"imitation.
though probably not common, could occur at the ends of
the beams in some bridges - most likely very short and
wide bridges with poorly distributed loads. Although
the finite element solution does not directly yield beam
s_h ear 0 r tor s ion a 1 s t res s e s, t he seq u an tit i e s are c a 1-
culated separately and a comparison is made between dia-
Thus in
Such a shear condition,due to torsion or direct shear.
ganal tension and concrete tensile strength.
Finally, an algorithm was presented for simulating
a non~linear (piecewise linear) torque-twist relation-
ship based on the state of flexural stress in the var-
ious beam element layers following any given load step.
The algorithm represents a practical first attempt to·
incorporate mathematically the fact that the torsional
stiffness of reInforced a~d prestressed concrete box
members must be somehow degraded as flexural failure
progresses through the section depth, but that this
stiffness degradation is entirely dissimilar to that
which occurs following a torsional failure.
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4. APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL IN
THE POST-ELASTIC RANGE
4.1 Int ro·duction
The previous two chapters have focused on the
theoretical justifications for and the development of
the proposed scheme for s+mulating the elastic and
post-elastic flexure of a prestressed concrete spread
box beam bridge superstructure. ' In addition, the
resulting finite element model and its associated com-
puter program have been checked against both field
measurements and an accurate 3-D elastic finite element
model for- loads in the elastic range. The results of
these checks indicated that the analytical model is
able to simulate the essential transverse stiffening
influence of box beams when the predicted response is
contrasted with that of a torsionally unstiffened flex-
urally equivalent I-beam model. The actual stress and
deflections predicted, however, have remained conserva-
tive, for reasons discussed in Chapter 3. This
sugg~sts that when the model is extended to load levels
which produce structural damage it can be expected to
correctly indicate the location, pattern, and sequence
o fda mag e 1 nit i a t ion and pro p a gat ion but s 'h au 1 dun d e r-
estimate the loads at which such phenomena occur.
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these analyses is the plan configuration of all three
The constant intive PENNDOT highway bridge designs.
Moreover, ·the model enables the analyst to see, by
means of directly comparable overload simulations, the
structural response difference between competing I-beam
and box beam designs, or alternatively, the relative
levels of damage and serviceability problems to be
expected in different bridges on alternative routes for
an overweight v~hicle.
The present chapter thus explores the application
of the analytical model to the post-elastic analysis of
various bridge superstructures. The purpose is to
begin to establish a quantitative understanding of the
differences in the response and failure of prestressed
concrete spread box beam bridges versus prestressed
concrete I-beam bridges.
Section 4.2 continues the examination of the
Hazleton Bridge which has been the prototype used in
this research effort for model development and verifi-
cation. The torsionally stiffened (simulated box beam)
model is compared post-elastically with the flexurally
identical but torsionally unstiffened twin I-beam
model.
In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 the BOVABOX scheme is
applied to the comparative analysis of three alterna-
III
bridges; ~ll have identical span length, and super-
structure width, and share the AASHTO HS20-44 design
vehicle load (4 5') • The variables are b e a mt y p e , beam
number and spacing, and transverse position of the sim-
ulated load.
4.2 ~-Elast~c Analysis ~ Hazleton Bridge
The objective of pursuing the examination of this
bridge into the post-elastic regime was to further
study the characteristics and behavior of the fully
developed model and the BOVABOX program itself in the
load range for which it was intended.
Although the torsionally unstiffened twin I-beam
configuration of Hazleton Bridge does not represent a
real bridge, the fact that it is geometrically and
flexurally identical to the simulated' box beam version
makes the two finite element configurations ideal for
isolating the effects of the torsional stiffening
scheme on failure loads and mechanisms.
The overload simulation for both the torsionally
stiffened and unstiffened configurations consisted of
monotonically increasing the patch loads corresponding
to the wheel footprint of the three-axle test truck
that was used in the original field tests (see Figure
13). The truck, when positioned in lane 2, straddling
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beam B, created the worst case combination of bending
and torsion. Thus this was the load geometry used in
the overload simulations of Hazleton Bridge. Since a
key objective was to generate a refined load-
deflection curve for both configurations and to docu-.
ment and compare failure phenomena at close intervals
along the way, these particular simulations required
several c'omputer runs to complete. The size of load
inc rem e n t s was a d j 'U s ted b y the aut h 0 r bet wee n' e a c h run
to ensure all critical events were captured in sequence
and at the precise corresponding load. The often more
efficient and automatic incremental-iterative solution
option available within the program could have reached
essentially the sam~ end points with far fewer and much
larger load increments but would have been unable to
generate the intermediate information at the needed
level of refinement without giving up its inherent
advantages and efficiencies.
Figure 41 compares the load-deflection responses
6f the two superstructure configurations. For these
plots, the ordinate is the total vertical load or
vehicle weight, and the abscissa 1s the vertical
deflection at midspan of the outer stem of the directly
loaded beam B. The node at this point exhibited the
largest deflection for both bridges. Criticial events
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in the overload history of each configuration are
annotated on the curves.
The criteria for termination of the overload simu-
lation were either the imminence of shear cracking, as
discussed in Section 3.5, or the extension of a flex-'
ural crack completely through the flange and up into
the bottom-most' web layer,of both stems of the loaded
beam (both of the twin I-beams comprising box beam B).
As it turned out, the latter termination criterion
governed. In fact, at the time of termination, the
maximum diagonal tension was less than 85 percent of
the cracking value in the web of the most highly tor-
qued center beam.
Comparison of the curves in Figure 41 reveals a
num~r of prominent differences. First, note that at
the end of the overload simulation, the curve for the
simulated box beam configuration, reflecting a total
load of 2259 kN (508 Kips) and a deflection of 24.2 mm
(0.954 in), still shows a large positive slope.
Although the curve has become visibly non-linear by
this point in the simulation, the superstructure
retains considerable overall stiffness, suggesting that
bridge ultimate strength would not be reached until
significantly more load is applied.
By contrast, at the same degree of beam damage the
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torsionally unstiffened twin I-Beam configuration is
carrying only 1077 kN (377 Kips). The deflection at
this stage is 23.8 mm (0.936 in), comparable to that of
the box beam bridge. The slope of the curve, however,
is much flatter and is rapidly beginning to fall off,t
indicating the bridge, as a whole, may be approaching
its ultimate strength. Detailed examination of the
damage patterns and the accelerating number of newly
cracked slab layers for the last several load incre-
ments (which were only 5.9 kN [1.3 Kips] at this point)
strongly support this observation. The deck has deter-
iorated extensively, including several areas where
shear induced cracks had extended through the full
thickness (6 layers) of the slab. Longitudinal flex-
ural c rack·i ng 0 f the s 1 a b has by now ex t e nde d from end
to end in all elements above and adjacent to beam pairs
A, B, and C, and several layers of reinforcing steel in
the slab have yielded. Rapidly shifting layer
stresses, including stress reversals between one load
step solution and the next,· indicate considerable load
redistribution efforts are being made by the super-
structure. By contrast, in the simulated box beam con-
figuration, deck damage was more widespread but nowhere
nearly as severe; i.e., no slab elements had cracked
all the way through, and no steel had yet yielded.
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Moreover ~ayer stresses during the last several load
increments continued to increase by roughly proportion-
ate increments and in patterns consistent with that
occurring at much lower loads indicating that unstable
redistribution of loads was not occurring.
Figures 42 and 43 are based on data from the same
overload simulations, but show instead the predicted
deflection profiles of the midspan cross section as it
appeared at the load stages corresponding to those
annotated on the load-deflecton curves of Figure 41.
In addition, the profiles illustrating the box beam
bridge response (Figure 42) include a curve for a load
of 333kN (74.8 Kips), the weight of the actual test
vehicle.
Examination of these two families of curves in
conjunction with the load deflection curves of Figure
41 leads to what is perhaps the most significant con-
trast in the predicted responses of the two superstruc-
tures. Not only is the box beam bridge stiffer and
able to carry a load 35 percent higher at approximately
the same maximum deflection and at an equivalent level
of beam damage, but it appears to be able to maintain
the transverse distribution of load to its beams more
or less proportionately throughout the entire load
range despite extensive deck and beam cracking. By
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contrast, .the equivalent I-beam bridge shows evidence
of a .progressively unstable failure process. Note that
the near side exterior beam is actually unloading while
the far side exterior beam is maintaining approximately
a constant deflection, indicative of a progressively t
decreasing proportion of the total bridge load. The
directly loaded. beam itself is forced to take on a
larger and larger proportion of the load even as its
own flexural failure proc'eeds rapidly. This important
phenomenon is explored further in the following section
in reference to other bridges.
An additional observation made during these
initial overload analyses further illustrates the
efficacy of the torsion element scheme for simula'ting
box beam behavior. In the simulated box beam model the
slab elements directly over the box beam - i.e., be-
tween the twin I-beams - exhibited low transverse flex-
ural stresses and therefore experienced delayed, if
any, longitudinal cracking, even though these elements
in the model have the same thickness as the slab ele-
ments spanning between box beams. Thus, the inclusion
of torsion elements helped to simulate the presence of
an in-place box beam top flange integral with the over-
lying slab. By contrast, in the plain twin I-beam
model, cracking began very early in the slab elements
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between associated I-beam stems, reflecting the fact
t hat the s l.a b the rei s nod iff ere nt, ex c e p t for
slightly smaller free span, than the slab between
primary be.ams. Torsion elements then, in addition to
providing the superstructure with added transverse an~
twisting stiffness, serve to protect that portion of
the slab lying 4irectly over the box beam, as would be
expected in an actual bridge.
4.3 Post Elastic Behavior of Alternative PENNDOT Box
and I-beam Bridges
The analysis of the Hazleton Bridge models demon-
strated the effectiveness of the torsion element scheme
in the post-elastic range and brought out clear-cut
..
contrasts in the strength, stiffness and damage
mechanisms between the torsionally stiffened and
unstiffened (but otherwise identical) versions of a
single bridge. However, that analysis showed nothing
about the comparative responses of a box beam bridge
and a realistic (single stem) I-beam bridge of compar-
able design capacity and geometry. The present section
treats this practical aspect of the problem for the
first time.
The two bridges to be compared were selected from
the current PENNDOT prestressed concrete highway bridge
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design manual (29) and are illustrated in cross section
in Figure 44 a and b. The third bridge (Figure 44c) is
treated in the following section. Both bridges were
designed for an 18.29 m (60 ft) span and a 320 kN (72K)
AASHTO HS20-44 truck load (45). The two bridges also t
share the same overall width (14.2 m [46 ft 8 in]), beam
number and spacing (8 @ 6 ft), parapet width (0.76 m [2
ft 6 in]), and slab thickness (191mm [7.5 in]). For
each bridge the specified strand area and prestressing
force· was incorporated into the layer data, and their
effects were part of the BOVABOX solution. The finite
element discretization and layering scheme of the slab
was the same for both bridges (Figure 45) except that
for the I-beam bridge the beam elements were placed as
shown along the beam centerline while for the box beam
bridge the twin I-beam elements were placed along the
node lines on either side of the beam centerline,
Torsion elements for the box beam bridge were placed
along all three of these node lines. For these bridge
models, six longitudinal element divisions were provided
for the half-span that was modeled (versus ten divisions
over the full span for the Hazleton Bridge). Instead of
a simulated truck load, for simplicity the loading
consisted of a 3.05 m (10 ft) wide uniformly distributed
lane load. The symmetry of the sys~,em allowed the half
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span model to be used and a significant computational
efficiency .to be realized.
Both bridges were analyzed with the BOVABOX pro-
gram. The box beam bridge model employed all features
described in Chapter 3 for simulated torsional stiff-.
ness, while the I-beam brldge model was simulated as
h a v i n g zero tor·s ion a 1 s t iff n e s sin its be am s • The
load-up simulation was allowed to proceed until the
appearance of the first flexural crack in one, or when
symmetry dictates, two of the beams (both stems of the
box beam); at this relatively low level of damage the
significant response differences were already apparent.
Also, to assess .the effect of the transverse position
of the load on the responses and on the differences in
response between the bridges, simulations were con-
ducted with a symmetrical distributed lane load (down
the bridge centerline) as well as an unsymmetrical load
(load lane centered at quarter width).
Figures 46 and 47 compare the predicted load-
deflection curves of the two bridges for the two load
cases respectively, while Figures 48 and 49 show for
each of the bridges individually the load deflection
curves corresponding to the symmetrical and unsym-
metrical load cases.
It can be seen in Figure 46, and similarly in
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Figure 47~ that the box beam bridge exhibits a stiffer
respqnse, greater strength, and slightly greater
deflection capacity at comparable levels of beam
damage. Although the non-linearity of the response is
evident in the curves for both bridges, the box beam.
bridge exhibits both greater initial stiffness and a
smaller degradation from its initial stiffness than the
I-beam bridge. This observation is true regardless of
the transverse load position.
For the symmetrical load case the total load at
which the first slab crack appeared is 84 percent
larger in the box beam bridge than in the I-beam
bridge, while in the unsymmetrical (1/4 width) load
case this difference grows to 98 percent. For the
symmetrical load case the load at which the first flex-
ural c'rack appeared in both stems of the two center
beams of the box beam bridge (1552 kN [349 Kips]), is
83 percent larger than the 850 kN (191 Kips) at which
the two center I-beams experienced their first crack.
In the unsymmetrical case this strength difference is
70 percent, again in favor of the box beam bridge.
The maximum nodal deflection (midspan, center of
superstructure) exhibited by the box beam bridge at the
first appearance of beam cracks was 23.2 mm (0.913 in)
vs 19.1 mm (0.752 in) for the I-beam bridge under the
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symmetrical lane load, showing a slightly. greater
deflection ~apacity prior to the onset of inelastic
beam behavior. The unsymmetric load case shows a simi-
lar result._
Figures 48 and 49 suggest that the lateral posi-.
tion of the load has only a minor effect on the load-
deflection resppnse and strength of either the box or
the I-beam bridge. However, for each bridge the unsym-
metric load resulted in overall behavior that was
slightly less strong and more flexible.
Figures 50 and 51 show families of midspan deflec-
tion profiles of the box and I-beam bridges respec-
tively under the symmetric load; Figures 52 and 53 show
similar profiles for the unsymmetric load.
In a manner similar to that observed with the
model of the Hazleton Bridge and its unstiffened twin
I-beam counterpart, but perhaps even more graphically
seen in the present examples, these families of curves
show that at progressively higher load stages the box
beam superstructure is able to retain its structural
integrity and maintain effective load distribution to
all beams despite widespread deck damage" whereas the
I-beam superstructure progressively concentrates load
toward the beams directly under the load while the most
distant beams actually shed load and experience
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negative (upward) deflection. It should be noted again
that the character of the I-beam superstructure's post-
elastic response 1s not only tending toward an acceler-
ating beam failure, but that it is exhibiting this
inherently unst'able process at loads 70 to 80 percent,
smaller than those being supported in a more stable
manner by the box beam superstructure. The correspond-
ing curves for each bridge type represent approximately
equivalent levels of total superstructure damage.
The phenomenon described above is further
illustrated in Figures 54 and 55. These figures show,
for the symmetric and unsymmetric load cases respec-
tively, the moment distribution coefficients for the
beams of both bridges. The coefficients shown corres-
pond to the top and bottom deflection profile curves
(first slab crack and first beam crack) of Figures 50
through 53.
The severity of deck damage that has been incurred
by the two bridges also reflects the basic thesis that
the box be am sup e r s t rue t u rem 0 r'e e f fee t i vel y uti 1 i z e s
the whole bridge to support the load. From Table 7 it
can be seen that at the final load stage corresponding
to first beam cracking, the box beam bridge has a total
of 159 slab layers cracked. These 159 layers are dis-
tributed among 78 different elements for an average of
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2.04 cracked slab layers per cracked slab element. The
m0 s t s eve r e. era c kingin any e 1 em e n tis t h r eel aye r s
beam bridge. While only 120 total layers are cracked.
(out of six total into which the slab elements had been
cracked layers are distributed among only 38 slab e1e-
Compare this with the situation in the I-divided).
ments for an average of 3.16 cracked la~ers per cracked
(at a much smaller load, it will be recalled), these
element. Moreover, this includes four elements which
are cracked all the way through (6 layers) and 14 ele-
ments with four or more cracked layers. Thus the I-
beam structure incurs more severe deck damage in a more
restricted zone directly under and immediately adjacent
"to· the loaded lane.
the outer stem of the third and sixth beams was calcu-
about to become critical at the point the overload was
The shear condition
Diagonal tension in
A final note on the analysis of the box beam
terminated for flexural cracking.
bridge discussed in this section.
in the beams, which had been monitored during the simu-
lation in the manner described in Section 3.5, was
lated following the last load increment to be nearly
100% of the empirically determined rupture value of
6~ (49). Thus shear cracking- was essentially at hand
at about the same total load level (for the symmetrical
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load case} as the initiation of flexural cracking in
the b~ams. This suggests that the basic geometry of
the particular bridge examined here may represent some-
thing quite close to the limit of useful application of
the BOVABOX program in terms of length to width ratio.
of the bridge (1.28) and number and spacing of box
beams. Further, research is clearly warranted on this
and related questions, but 1s beyond the scope of the
present investigation.
4.4 Comparison of Alternative Spread Box Beam Bridges
The previous section compared the response of an
8-beam·spread box beam bridge with that of a geometric-
ally and functionally comparable 8-beam I-beam bridge.
In this section, the response of the same 8-beam box-
beam bridge is assessed against that of an alternative
box beam bridge having the same superstructure width,
span length and design load, but having only five box
beams, albeit larger ones. A cross section of this
bridge is shown in. Figure 44c. Note that in addition
to having larger, more widely spaced beams this bridge
has a slightly larger design slab thick~ess - 216 mm
(8.5 in) versus 191 mm (7.5 in).
The 5-beam superstructure has a total composite
flexural moment of inertia of about 95.4xl0 6 cm4
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(2-.29xI0 6-.in 4 ) versus 61.8xl0 6 cm4 (1.48xl0 6 104 ) for
the 8 - b e am .8 up e r s t r u c t u r e • Th u S 0 ve r a 11 fIe xu r a 1
stiffness, if not strength, may be expected to be
larger in _the five beam structure.
Torsionally, the combined St. Venant torsion con.
stant (not including any contribution from the deck) of
the five PD 36/45 box beams is 40.8xl0 6 cm 4 (O.981xl0 6
in 4 ). This is only slightly larger than the 38.3xl0 6
cm 4 (O.919xl0 6 1n 4 ) possessed by the eight PD" 36/33 box
girders combined.
Concrete strengths, prestress forces, steel areas,
etc., used in the simulation were as specifi"ed in the
PENNDOT design manual (29). Initial elastic moduli
were calculated from standard ACI empirical formulae
(33) •
As before, the overload simulation was allowed to
proceed until the appearance of the initial flexural
crack in the bottom" flange of both stems of a beam.
Identical load case geometries were used as in the pre-
vious analyses; i.e., uniformly distributed lane loads
3.05 m (10 ft) wide down the centerline (symmetric
case) and down a line at the quarter width (unsymmetric
case).
Figures 56 and 57 compare the load deflection
responses of the two bridges for the symmetric and
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unsymmetric load cases respectively. Figure 58 depicts
on the same axes the response of the 5-beam bridge for
symmetric and unsymmetric load cases. Figures 59 and
60 present. for the two load cases families of mid-
span deflection profile curves corresponding to
various load stages, including the two which were
annotated on the load deflection curves. Figures 61
and 62 show the distribution of moment to the beams as
it existed at the appearance of the first longitudinal
slab crack (essentially the end of linear elastic
behavior) and at the termination of the simulation.
The essential observation concerning the compara-
tive behavior of these two bridges is that while the
five beam bridge exhibits stiffer overall behavior, as
expected, its initial beam cracks occur at a signifi-
cantly smaller load than in the eight-beam bridge - 20
percent smaller for the symmetrical load case and 12
percent smaller for the unsymmetrical load case. This
occurs in spite of the fact that collectively the five
36/45 beams have nearly twice the midspan cracking
strength of the ~ight 36/33 beams. This strength
difference is attributable to the superior distribution
of moment in the eight beam structure. Examination of
Figure 61, which for the symmetrical load case shows
the distribution coefficients for combined dead and
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live load ,moment, reveals that at the time of initial
beam cracki~g the center beam in the five-beam' bridge
had to carry almost 32 percent of the total load effect
(O.32x2234. = 715kN or 161 Kips) while Figure 54a shows
that each of the two center beams in the eight-beam
bridge had to carry only about 17 percent of the larger
total load effect (0.17 x 2688 = 457kN or 103 kips). A
similar analysis holds for the unsymmetrical load case
(Figure 62).
It is noteworthy that both the five-beam and eight-
beam bridges experienced initial slab cracks at approxi-
mately the same total load, regardless of the transverse
position of the load. If this load stage is taken as
the t e r min a t ion 0 f 1 i n ear e 1 a s tic - b·e ll~fv i 0 ran d the
beginning of damage to the superstructure, these results
imply that both of the box beam bridges should be con-
sidered equivalently superior designs to the alternative
eight I-beam structure. Moreover, the£ive box beam
structure, like the eight-box beam structure, is resis-
tant to severe deck damage relative to the I-beam
structure. Specifically, the number of slab layers that
have cracked by the load stage corresponding to the
first beam crack are given in Table 7. Thus, in compar-
ison to the I-beam bridge, the 5-beam box structure,
like the 8-beam box structure, is less vulnerable to the
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early initia,tion of beam damage, shows no tendency
towa~d an unstable failure, and suffers significantly
milder though more distributed deck deterioration.
In the previous section, it was noted that the
eight-box-beam bridge was about to incur a diagonal
shear crack near the ends of the third and sixth beams
at the load stage corresponding to the initial flexural
cracks in the fourth and fifth beams. In the present
case of the five-beam bridge, although the flexural
cracking load was 20 percent lower, the maximum diagonal
tension existing in any of the bridge beams at this load
stage was only about 80 percent of the cracking value.
Thus the five-beam structure developed relatively lower
combined shear stresses than the eight-beam alternative.
However, a linear extrapolation of these shear stresses
would have the five-beam bridge cracking in shear and
torsion at about the same total load as the eight-beam
bridge but with somewhat more extensive flexural damage
to the center beam by the time that stage is reached.
In practical terms, the five-beam bridge may be validly
modeled with BOVABOX through an additional load incre-
ment of about 20 percent whereas the ~ight-beam bridge
had already reached the end of its adherence to the
restrictions of the model by the load stage causing the
first flexural beam crack.
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5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDED RESEARCH
5.1 Summary
The research presented in this dissertation respond-
•
ed to a need to expand the capabilities of an analytical
model for simulating the inelastic response of beam-slab
type highway bridges. A ~re-ex1sting model developed in
several stages by Kostem and his associates from 1969 to
1981, was able to accurately predict the elastic and
inelastic response of reinforced and prestressed concrete
I-beam and T-beam bridges and of composite steel girder
bridges. However, this model was unable to simulate the
response of spread box beam bridges because it had no way
to incorporate the important influence on overall bridge
, flexure of the large torsional stiffness and strength
possessed by hollow box members. Developing such a capa-
bility and using the enhanced model to evaluate the post-
linear elastic response of simply supported) spread box
beam right bridges were, therefore, the overall objec-
tives of the present effort.
The basic methodology of the bridge simulation model
is founded on the finite element displacement method in
which the beam slab superstructure is discretized in to
slab and beam finite elements which connect a planar ,grid
of nodal points. Coupled flexural and in-plane stiffness
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defined for both slab and beam elements enable the model
to realistically simulate the composite flexural action
between the slab and beams. In addition, slab and beam
elements are divided into layers through their depth to
permit monitoring of the propagation of material non-
..
linearities (cracking or crushing of concrete, yielding
of steel) throughout the superstructure. The torsional
stiffness of the box beams is in.corporated into the model
by the introduction of special torsion elements into the
finite element grid. These new elements possess the St.
Venant torsional properties of the box sections. The two
webs or stems of each box beam are represented in the
model by two separate sets of beam elements, each con-
figured .as an I-beam having half the flexural character-
istics of the box beam.
The analytical technique considers the following
types of non-linear material behavior:
·a) Linear/non-linear uniaxial stress-strain
behavior for beam concrete.
b) Linear/non-linear biaxial stress-strain behavior
for slab concrete.
c)· Linear/non-linear stress-strain behavior of pre-
s t 'r e s sing s tee 1 •
d) Elasto-plastic stress-strain behavior of mild
steel reinforcing.
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e) Cracking and crushing of concrete.
f) Yi~ld1ng of steel.
The overload response of the assembled model is sim-
ulated by continually summing the incremental results
s·olution based on the accumulated stress state in the
of the model is reformulated prior to each load step
•
obtained in a succession of piecewise linear solutions
The tangent stiffnessexecuted for each load increment.
element layers.
Degradation in the torsional stiffness of the box
beams is simulated by linking the shear modulus of the
separate torsion elements to the average tangent Young's
modulus of the two associated beam elements.
Preliminary to implementing this scheme for incorp-
orating beam torsion into the bridge overload response
model, a careful investigation was made to ascertain the
nature of various torsional effects in box beams typical-
1y found in this class of bridge and to determine the
relative importance of beam torsion in the flexure of
spread box beam superstructures. This investigation,
which combined theoretica~ analysis, elastic 3-D finite
element analysis and beam and bridge test results from
the literature, verified that for spread box beam bridges
the dominant response is flexural and that the overall
inelastic formulation founded on a flexural model of beam
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comparing the simulated response of the Hazleton Bridge
with a geometrically and £lexurally identical superstruc-
ture containing the same paired I-beam elements charac-
teristic of the box beam representation, but lacking the
behavior and failure remains valid. The preliminary
studies also justified the use of a pure St. Venant
representation for beam torsion as well as the neglect of
stresses a-rising from cross sectional distortion (local
bending of box beam walls). The completed model, which
has been coded into a computer program named BOVABOX, was
initially verified in the.elastic range using data from a
field-tested bridge (Hazleton Bridge) and analytical
results from an accurate 3-D finite element model of the
same bridge. Comparisons showed that the inelastic
model, when limited to loads causing an elastic response
only, produced conservative predictions of all response
parameters of interest - deflections, stresses, distri-
bution of load.
The model was subsequently us,ed to simulate the
post-linear elastic or overload responses of a number of
The initial inelastic application consisted ofbridges.
the efficacy of the torsion elements themselves in the
post-elastic regime and to document the significant
stiffness and strength advantages of a bridge with box
torsion elements. This comparison served to demonstrate
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beams as against a fictitious but truly comparable twin
I-beam counterpart structure.
The second series of overload applications of the
model consisted of analyzing three real alternative
bridge designs having identical span, width, and design
load. Two were prestressed concrete spread box beam
bridges (one with eight beams, one with five beams) and
one was a prestressed concrete I-beam bridge (eight
beams). The main objective of this series of analyses
was to document the differences in strength, stiffness,
load distribution and damage propagation between alter-
native box beam designs as well as a competing I-beam
design. Additional observations and comparisons were
made concerning the effects of lateraf load placement and
beam size and spacing on the overload response and on th~
incidence of end shear failures in beams of certain
bridges.
5.2 Conclusions
As a result of the preliminary investigations
(Chapter 2) involving: 1) the elastic torsional behavior
\
of a typical isolated box beam, and 2) the significance
of torsion in box beams that are part of a composite
beam-slab superstructure, the following conclu~ions and
significant observations may be stated.
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a The elastic torque-twist relationship of box
members having the proportions typically found
in the type bridge under consideration is
a4equately described by St. Venant Theory using
thin wall assumptions to calculate the torsipn
constant. Implicit in this statement 1s the
neglig~bility of warping effects.
b) Cross sectional distorsion, even under very
severe and exaggerated surface loads causing
both torsion and bending, has a negligible
effect on section properties governing the
primary torsional and flexural member response.
Local bending stresses stemming from section
distortion may advance slightly the onset of
flexural or shear ..cracking but would not affect
the overall section strength in either failure
mode.
c) Torsional moment developed in spread box beams
in regions of high bending moment are unlikely
ever to be large enough to alter the umode I"
failure assumed in the inelastic model formula-
tion.
d) Torsional moments near the ends of bridge beams
may, when combined with flexural shear, lead to
shear cracking before flexural cracking occurs
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elsewhere. Although a generalization cannot be
ma~e without further parametric studies on this
specific issue, initial cracking in shear was
not observed in any of the bridges modeled.
e) Twist angles in box bridge beams are suffici~nt­
1y small so that first order beam theory remains
a valid assumption for modeling bridge flexure
and so that "beam torsional stiffness may be in-
corporated into the model with uncoupled and
separate torsion elements.
Th~ following conclusions and significant observa-
tions can be made based on analytical development and
elastic verification of the box beam bridge simulation
model (Chapter 3).
a) The elastic response of a spread box beam bridge
can be predicted with acceptable accuracy by the
layered beam-sl~b bridge model when the box
beams are idealized as twin I-beams in the place
of each box stem plus three torsion elements
"inserted" into the plane of the slab.
b) The use of three torsion elements per box beam,
as opposed to one or any other number, gave very
good results and is probably near optimal in
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terms of model complexity and efficient use of
computational resources. It is also a rational
choice in that three elements distributes the
torsional influence over the actual width of the
beam.
c) The choice of using twin beam elements enables
the combined flexural and torsional shear to be
approximated for each box stem separately, per-
mitting the realistic monitoring of shear con-
ditions in the beams.
d) The degradation of torsional stiffness as a beam
progressively fails flexurally is acceptably
represented by the scheme which links the tor-
sional rigidity (GJ) to the average tangent
modulus existing in the layers of the two beam
stems at any given load stage.
e) Inelastic torsional response (following tor-
sion/shear cracking) cannot be modeled within
the constraints of the £lexurgl formulation of
the model.
f) The model's conservati.ve predictions for all
response parameters during elastic verification
analyses suggest that post-elastic applica-
tions, though currently unverified, may reason-
ably be expected to be conservative and
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th~refore of significant practical use,
particularly in the early post elastic stages.
ative character of elastic simulation results can be
gest a number of significant comparisons and tentative
validity is dependent on the assumption that the conserv-
Their
The results of post-elastic (overload) applications
of the model to several box beam and I-beam bridges sug-
conclusions regarding strength and serviceability.
extended at least into the earlier stages of the post-
ical values and ranges of values cited are based on
limited parametric variation on a small number of example
elastic regime. It must also be recognized that numer-
bridges. While the importance of these quantitative
estimates is not diminished, it must be recognized that
further studies may significantly revise the actual num-
bers and will certainly refine them.
a) Spread box beam bridges exhibit significantly
higher load resistance (30 to 80 percent) than
comparable I-beam bridges. Alternatively
stated, I-beam bridges reach an arbitrary level
of slab or beam damage at significantly lower
total loads than do box beam bridges.
b) Box beam bridges exhibit significantly greater
longitudinal flexural stiffness (30 to 35
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percent) than comparable I-beam bridges. How-
ever, the maximum deflection for both bridge
types is roughly comparable at an equivalent
d ,e g r e e 0 f b e a m dam age •
c) Box beam bridges exhibit significantly higher
transverse stiffness and better lateral distri-
bution, of load than comparable I-beam bridges.
This contrast becomes more marked the further
the response is followed into the inelastic
regime.
d) At equivalent levels of beam damage the slabs of
box beam bridges are significantly less severely
damaged than those of comparable I-beam bridges.
Although the distribution of damaged areas of
slab is more widespread in box beam bridges, the
average depth and maximum depth of cracks in
these regions are respectively about two-thirds
and half that of cracks in I-beam bridge slabs.
e) The lateral position of the distributed lane
load has little effect on load-versus-maximum-
deflection response for either box or I-beam
bridges and does not affect the relative advan-
tages of the former as discussed above.
f) In comparing two alternative spread box beam
superstructures of the same width and span - one
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with eight small, closely spaced beams and the
other with five larger, more widely spaced beams
- the former exhibited greater overall bridge
strength (higher total load at first beam crack)
by virtue of superior lateral distribution of
load, despite smaller combined beam strength and
a thinner slab.
Depending upon the construction practices the cost per
beam of the finished bridge is different for spread box
and I-beam bridges. Usually for span lengths less than
21.34 m (70 ft.) the spread box-beam bridges cost less,
and for longer spans the I-beam bridges tend to have the
cost advantage. Cost versus span length versus the inherent
structurally advantageous c~aracteristic of the spread
box beam bridges need to be considered by the appropriate
highway officials in the design process.
5.3 Suggestions for Future Research
Although the analytical research accomplished for
this dissertation has culminated in a rationally-based
and working simulation model, and some significant and
unanticipated ·observations on bridge behavior have been
gene-rated, there is an obvious need for field verifica-
tion of analytical results. Full-scale destructive test-
ing of highway bridges is an expensive proposition or,
1n any case, a rare opportunity. However, until such
time as opportunity or funds for full-scale testing become
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available·the construction and instrumented testing of a
·series of scale model bridges, such as those analyzed in
Section 4.3, might be a feasible and useful interm under-
taking.
In addition to experimental verification of the
basic model, there are analytical areas in which "the
model itself, o,r its use in bridge simulation studies,
could possibly be improved or refined. For example:
a) Conduct further elastic studies with the
inelastic model and a proven 3-D elastic model
to determine the optimal number and arrangement
oft 0 r s ion e 1 e men t s for inc r e -a sed ace u rae y •
b) Consider including a provision for a bi-linear
torque-twist relation for torsion elements in
addition to the existing GJ degradation scheme.
This could be used to approximate the large step
reduction in torsional stiffness when shear
(diagonal tension) cracking has occurred in end
beam elements.
c) Conduct a series of detailed parametric studies
using program BOVABOX to i~prove generally the
understanding of the nature of the response of
spread box beam bridges, to further define
their behavioral differences with I-beam
bridges, and to establish parametrically the
141
limiting geometric and other factors associated
with end shear as the initial beam cracking
mechanism.
d) Investigate the feasibility of modifying the
model for the analysis of adjacent box beam j
bridges.
e) Extend, the model to include the effects of skew
on spread box beam bridge response and apply it
to the post-elastic analysis of such bridges.
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6. TABLES
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS WITH TEST DATA AND BEAM THEORY
Vertical Deflection (mm) Rotation (Rad x 10-4 )
Loading Test F. E • Model Beam Theorv Test F. E. Model
',\1
"
:
,I Symmetric 12.1 14.0 14.2 - -'
.-..... Concentrated+:'
.p-.
-.'
Eccentric 12.1 14.0 14.2 6.9 8.5
Concentrated
Note: Displacements measured or calculated on bottom flange at midspan
3 0.5 701 699
Load Case 1 : Concentrated 250 kN (56.2K) Force at midspan of beam
Load Case 2 : Uniform distributed load of 68.9 kPa (lOps!) over top flange
full length
Load Case 3 : ~oncentrated torque of 2802 kN-m (24,800 in-k)
\
TABLE 3. MAXIMUM PRIMARY AND LOCAL STRESS
- PENN STATE BEAM
Midspan Section
..
Near-end Section
2.24(-3.02) -5.11Primary
Stress
Local
Stress
Flange
3.11
o
o
1.08
Web
o
a
0.26
1.26
0.01
Flange
o
1.90
0.84
0.39
0.38
Web
5.21(-3.88)
o
3.06
0.21
0.47
0.53
NOTE: x subscript refers to longitudnial direction
y subscript refers to transverse direction
All stresses are given in megapascals (MPa)
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TABLE 4. ACTUAL AND ANALYTICAL STRESS RESULTANTS -
HAZLETON BRIDGE AT SECTION OF MAXIMUM
TOTAL MOMENT
Truck
Lane
Theoretical(Statics) All
Moment Axial Force
[kN-m(in-K)] [kN (Kips)]
1169.0(10346) 0(0)
Analytical(SAP4) 1 1169.0(10345) 0.04(0.01)
2 1154.3(10215) 0.04(0.01)
3 1166.7(10325) 0.04(0.01)
4 1166.8(10326) 0.13(0.03)
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TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND ANALYTICAL BRIDGE BEAM DEFLECTIONS
-HAZLETON BRIDGE AT MIDSPAN
BEAM
Loaded Source of Node
I .. ane Data Location A B C D E
-
Test Center 2.74 2.24 1.02 0.56 O~28
Left 2.60 2.07 1.20 0.78 0.63
1 F.E.Model Center 2.58 2.21 1.30 -0.82 0.64
Right 2.56 2.34 1.41 0.87 0.65
Test Center 2.03 2.36 1.60 0.86 0.46
Left 2.03 2.30 1.49 0.92 0.71
......
2 F.E.Model Center 1.95 2.32 1.62 0.98 O. 7-3
+'- Right 1.88 2.34 1.76 1.05 0.75co
Test Center 1.40 2.11 2.01 1.22 0.66
Left 1.52 2.14 1.89 1.16 0.86
3 F.E.Model Center 1.46 2.05 2.00 1.25 0.88
Rlght 1.40 1.96 2.10 1.34 0.91
Test Center 0.89 1.65 2.16 1.65 0.89
Left 1.06 1.51 2.20 1.73 1.15
4 F.E.Model Center 1.10 1.62 2.20 1.62 1.10
Right 1.15 1.73 2.20 1.51 1.06
Note: All Defections are in Millimeters
Loaded
Lane
TABLE 6. TORQUE TO BENDING MOMENT RATIOS - HAZLETON BRIDGE
Beam
ABC D E.
1 0.004 0.017 0.017 0.007 0.004
2 0.008 0.001 0.019 0.015 0.001
3 0.010 0.016 0.016 0;018 0.006
~
+":
~
4 0.011 0.019 0 0.019 0.011
Ratios shown are maximum occurring in either beam segment adjacent to midspan.
, ~
! 1
TABLE 7. SLAB CRACK STATUS IN PENNDOT BRIDGES AT FIRST
BEAM CRACK
Bri'dge Description
PD 36/33
a-Beam Box
PD 24/36
8-Beam I
PD 36/45
5-Beam Box
Total Load at 1548 kN 850 kN 1228 kN
First Beam Crack (348 K) (191 K) (276 K)
No. of Cracked 78 38 39
Slab Elements
Total No. of 159 120 80
Cracked Layers
Avg. No. of 2.04 3.16 2.05
Cracked Layers
Per Cracked
Element
Deepest Crack 3 6 3
p'ennetration
(No. of
Layers/six)
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7. FIGURES
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Figure 1. Typical Spread Box Beam Superstructure (Idealized)
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Figure 3. Beam,and Slab Element Layering Scheme with Degrees of Freedom.
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Figure 5. Spread Box Beam Bridge - Finite
Element Idealization
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Figure 8. Theoretical Torsional Response of Penn: State Beam with
Torsionally Pinned Ends under Uniform Distributed Torque
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Torsionally Fixed Ends under Uniform Distributed Torque
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Figure 10. Theoretical and Finite Element-Derived Response of
Penn State Beam with Torsionally Pinned Ends
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Figure 11. Theoretical and Finite Element-Derived Response of
Penn State Beam with Torsionally Fixed Ends'
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Figure 12. Hazleton Bridge Cross Section Showing
Test Vehicle Lanes
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Figure 13. Hazleton Bridge Elevation and
Test Vehicle Data
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Figure 26. Midspan Deflection Profiles with Distributed Load in
Lane 2, Hazleton Bridge, Showing Effect of
Torsion Elements
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Figure 28. Midspan Deflection Profiles, Hazleton Bridge -
Comparison of Model and Test Results
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Figure 29. Midspan Deflection Profiles, Hazleton Bridge -
Comparison of Model and Test Results
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Figure 30. Midspan Deflection P~ofiles, Hazleton Bridge -
Comparison of Model and Test Results
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Figure 31. Midspan Deflection Profiles, Hazleton Bridge -
Comparison of Model and Test Results
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Figure 32. Moment Distribution Coefficlents~
Hazleton Bridge
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Figure 33. Torque in Beam E~ Hazleton Bridge - Test Truck in Lane 1
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Figure 34. Torque in Beam B, Hazleton Bridge - Test Truck in Lane 1
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Figure 35. Torque in Beam E, Hazleton Bridge - Test Truck in Lane 2
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Figure 36. Torque in Beam C~ Hazleton Bridge - Test Truek in Lane 2
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Figure 37. Torque in Beam E, Hazleton Bridge - Test Truck in Lane 3
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Figure 38. Torque in Beam C, Hazleton Bridge - Test Truck in Lane 3
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Figure 39. Torque in Beam E, Hazleton Bridge - Test Truck in Lane 4
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Figure 40. Torque in Beam D, Hazleton Bridge - Test Truck in Lane 4
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Figure 41. Overload Response, Hazleton Bridge
Models with Vehicle in Lane 2
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Figure 42. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages,
Hazleton Bridge Box Beam Model
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Figure 43. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages,
Hazleton Bridge Equivalent Twin I-Beam Model
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Bridge Models with Symmetric
Lane Load
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Figure 47. Overload Response of PENNDOT Box and I-Beam
Bridge Models with Unsymmetric
Lane Load
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Figure 48. Overload Response of PENNDOT 36/33 Box
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Figure 49. Overload Re~ponse of PENNDOT 24/36 I-Beam
Bridge Mod'el under Symmetric and
Unsymmetric Lane Load
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Figure 50. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages, PENNDOT
36/33 Box Beam Bridge Mod'el
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Figure 51. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages, PENNDOT
24/36 I-Beam Bridge Model
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Figure 52. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages, PENNDOT
36/33 Box Beam Bridge Model
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Figure 53. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages, PENNDOT
24/36 I-Beam Bridge Model
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Figure 54. Moment Distrihution Coefficients at Two
Load Stages, PENNDOT Box and I-Beam
Bridge Models
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Figure 56. Overload Response of Comp~ting PENNDOT
Box Beam Bridge Models with Symmetric
Lane Load
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Figure 59. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages, PENNDOT
36/45 Box Beam Bridge Model
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Figure 60. Midspan Deflection Profiles at Various Load Stages, PENNDOT
36/45 Box Beam Bridge Model
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